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Abstract 

Functional Reactive Programming (FRP) was introduced in 1997, and it proposed the 

abstraction of streams of events and behaviors that nowadays are a staple in reactive 

programming solutions. Due to recent technological advancements, such as the Reactive 

Extensions library and the Elm language, and the Reactive Manifesto that was published 

in 2013, more and more developers are showing interest in the abstractions that reactive 

programming provides. 

When programs are divided into reactive and transformative programs, it is seen that most 

programs are reactive programs that depend upon external events and respond to them. 

Reactive programming is a paradigm that is meant to help building these kinds of 

programs by providing abstractions for expressing these reactions and automatically 

managing the flow of time and  computation dependencies. 

There is quite a lot of research about fixing the underlying flaws of FRP, but little research 

has been conducted where the usage of patterns in reactive programming has been 

studied. In this thesis we study how some chosen patterns are changed when they are first 

implemented using an imperative style, and then re-implemented using a reactive style. 

We find that while most of our analyzed patterns work surprisingly well when using 

streams, there are some scenarios where the introduction of streams permeate a clear 

change in the pattern. During the analysis of the Model-View-Controller model, we see 

that streams seem to eliminate the need for ways of explicitly requesting the most up-to-

date data, at least during initialization – at least during the initialization phase.  

Analyzing the Chain of Responsibility and the Mediator patterns revealed that using 

streams somewhat diminishes the value of classes that act as “mediators”. In the Mediator 

pattern we saw that the Mediator class was important during the initialization phase in 

connecting all the modules, but once they were connected the Mediator did not 

necessarily do anything.  

The Chain of Responsibility would have undergone the most drastic transformation of all 

the patterns. If the pattern had been implemented by using streams in a sane way, the 

chain aspect of the pattern would have been lost completely. Forcibly retaining the chain 

would have imposed a needless limitation, and would have prevented the realization of 

the advantages that streams may provide.  
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Tiivistelmä 

Ensimmäinen funktionaalista reaktiivista ohjelmointia (Funtional Reactive 

Programming, FRP) käsittelevä artikkeli julkaistiin vuonna 1997. Artikkeli esitteli 

ensimmäisenä abstraktiot tapahtumille (events) sekä käytöksille (behaviours), jotka ovat 

nykyään tärkeä osa lähes jokaista reaktiivisen ohjelmoinnin kirjastoa tai kieltä. 

Reaktiivinen ohjelmointi on viime vuosina kasvattanut suosiotaan – tähän ovat 

vaikuttaneet esimerkiksi uudet teknologiat, kuten Reactive Extensions –kirjasto ja Elm-

ohjelmointikieli, sekä 2013 julkaistu Reactive Manifesto. 

Kun ohjelmat jaetaan kahteen kategoriaan, transformativiisin ja reaktiivisiin, huomataan 

että suurin osa ohjelmista on reaktiivisia. Reaktiiviset ohjelmat ovat ohjelmia, jotka 

riippuvat ulkoisista syötteistä ja vastaavat niihin. Reaktiivinen ohjelmointiparadigma 

auttaa tällaisten ohjelmien rakentamisessa antamalla ohjelmoijan käyttöön tehokkaita 

abstraktioita näiden reaktioiden ilmaisemiseen, sekä automaattisesti valvomalla 

ajankulkua ja laskennallisia riippuvuuksia. 

Funktionaalista reaktiivista ohjelmointia on tutkittu paljon, mutta iso osa tästä 

tutkimuksesta keskittyy korjaamaan kyseisen paradigman puutteita. Tässä tutkielmassa 

tutkimme miten tietyt valitut suunnittelumallit muuttuvat kun ne ensin toteutetaan 

perinteisellä, imperatiivisella tyylillä, ja sen jälkeen toteutetaan uudelleen reaktiviisella 

tyylillä. 

Toteamme, että reaktiivinen ohjelmointitapa toimii hyvin suurimmassa osassa 

tutkimistamme suunnittelumalleista, mutta löydämme silti tapauksia, jolloin uusi 

ohjelmointityyli aiheuttaa mallissa selkeitä muutoksia – hyviä tai huonoja. Model-View-

Controller (MVC) mallia analysoitaessa huomattiin, että reaktiivinen ohjelmointityyli 

poistaa osittain tarpeen eksplisiittesti pyytää päivitettyä versiota käytettävästä datasta – 

uusin data on aina automaattisesti saatavilla kuuntelemalla (subscribe) tietovuota 

(stream). 

Analysoitaessa Chain of Responsibility ja Mediator-suunnittelumalleja huomattiin, että 

välikätenä toimivien luokkien merkitys heikkenee reaktiivisessa ohjelmoinnissa. 

Mediator-mallissa Mediator-luokan rooli oli oleellinen alustusvaiheessa, mutta kun muut 

luokat oli saatu yhdistettyä, kyseisen luokan ei ajovaiheessa tarvinnut välttämättä tehdä 

mitään. 

Chain of Responsibility-mallia ei päädytty toteuttamaan, sillä mallin toteuttaminen 

vaatisi, että joko mallille oleellista ketjua ei toteutettaisi sen alkuperäisessä muodossa, tai 

että käytössä olevia abstraktioita käytettäisiin huomattavan tehottomasti. 

 

Avainsanat 
Reaktiivinen ohjelmointi, funktionaalinen reaktiivinen ohjelmointi, Reactive Extensions, 

suunnittelumalli 

Ohjaajat 
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Abbreviations 

FRP = Functional Reactive Programming 

RT-FRP = Real-time FRP 

E-FRP = Event-driven FRP 

P-FRP = Priority-based FRP 

AFRP = Arrowized FRP  

Rx* = Reactive Extensions 

RxJS = Reactive Extensions JavaScript 

GoF = Gang of Four 

MVC = Model-View-Controller 

MV*, MVW = Model-View-Whatever works for you 

CoR = Chain of Responsibility 
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1. Introduction 

Functional Reactive Programming (FRP) is an old concept, and reactive programming is 

older still (Elliott & Hudak, 1997; Harel & Pnueli, 1985). Reactive programming has been 

gaining popularity in recent years however, and nowadays there are many proven 

solutions that use the abstractions first proposed by Elliott and Hudak in 1997. A lot of 

the research about FRP however focuses on fixing the underlying inefficiencies of the 

FRP languages, and not much research has been done about reactive programming 

patterns. 

Expressing successful techniques in the form of well-defined design patterns facilitates 

the reuse of successful architectures and designs, and makes these techniques more 

accessible (Gamma, E., Helm, R., Johnson, R., & Vlissides, J., 1994). Patterns promote 

design reuse and provide guidance, but they do not magically make software more 

reusable (Gamma, E., 2002). It has been found that the implementation language affects 

the implementation of the pattern, therefore the usage of patterns in reactive programming 

should be explored (Hannemann, J., & Kiczales, G., 2002). 

While reactive programing has been around for a while, it has hardly found popularity 

outside of academic circles. In July of 2013 a Reactive Manifesto was published, and that 

created more interest for reactive programming and FRP. According to the Reactive 

Manifesto, reactive systems should strive to be responsive, resilient, scalable, and 

message-driven. The value and the message of the manifesto is debatable, but its effect is 

not (Figure 1) (The Reactive Manifesto v1.0, 2013). 

 

Figure 1. Google Trends for related search terms (Google, 2015) 

The search activity for “reactive programming” spikes around the time the Reactive 

Manifesto was published. It is difficult to say exactly what created the spike around 2011, 

or why did people start showing more interest for “functional reactive programming” 

around 2012, but the catalysts could be the publishing of Reactive Extensions in 2011, 

and Elm in 2012 (Meijer, 2010; Liberty, Betts, & Turalski, 2011; Czaplicki, 2012). 

While there is not too much we can gather from this information, both the existence of 

the Reactive Manifesto and peoples’ fresh interest in reactive programming do serve as 

motivation for this thesis. 
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The research question that this thesis wants to answer is: how are patterns transformed 

when they are first implemented using a traditional, transformative style, and then re-

implemented using a reactive style? Are there any attributes that make patterns work or 

not when using reactive programming? 

Defining the exact research method of this thesis is an interesting problem, to which one 

answer could be that it is a mix of constructive research and theory-testing. One of the 

key points of constructive research is the construction and the evaluation of an innovation, 

and the goal of building something new using existing knowledge. It could be argued that 

this thesis uses a constructive research method because a new construct (the reactive 

implementations) is built on top of existing knowledge (the imperative implementations), 

and their differences are then evaluated. However, while the comparisons of the two 

implementations are very important to this thesis, we are not interested in the construct 

itself, but rather what we can learn from it. (Järvinen & Järvinen, 2000) 

One of the goals of theory-testing is learning something new about the world. The theory 

that is being tested has to depict reality well, and it must be possible to show that the new 

theory is better than any older theories. For example, a theory that could be tested here 

could be: “Design patterns work better when they are implemented using a reactive style”, 

or even: “Design patterns work the best when an imperative style is used in situation X, 

and when a reactive style is used in situation Y”. While one could easily argue that this 

thesis is closer to theory-testing than constructive research, this thesis does not really aim 

to compare new and old theories nor does it aim to provide any proof that this conceptual 

new theory is somehow better than any older ones. Therefore it is best to conclude that 

the research method is indeed a mix of both constructive research and theory-testing. 

(Järvinen & Järvinen, 2000) 

We will explore how design patterns change when they are subjected to the reactive 

programming paradigm. We achieve this by first implementing the chosen pattern using 

a traditional, transformative style, and then implementing the same demo again using a 

reactive style – similarly to what Medeiros did in his blog post (2014). Our language and 

library of choice is JavaScript and RxJS (Reactive Extensions JavaScript). 

We first explore the history of Functional Reactive Programming, what it means, and how 

it relates to the reactive programming paradigm in general (Chapter 2.1). We then explore 

briefly what kind of design patterns there are (Chapter 3.1), and then select a few of them 

for further analysis (Chapter 3). We focus on the “Gang of Four” design patterns and 

choose the Builder, Visitor, Mediator, Chain of Responsibility, and Command patterns 

for analysis, but we also explore the Model-View-Controller architectural model 

(Gamma, Helm, Johnson & Vlissides, 1994; Reenskaug, 1979a). 

Most of the patterns that were analyzed work quite well when using reactive 

programming, but there are some patterns that have attributes that do not work very well, 

or are no longer required, when the transformational style is replaced with the usage of 

streams. The results are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4, but perhaps the clearest 

result is that patterns like the Mediator and Chain of Responsibility that are essentially, 

or use classes that behave as, mediators, are much less useful after the transformation. It 

is also found that the streams replace the need for requesting data to some extent, like 

during the initialization phase. Subscribing to a stream means that the most up-to-date 

data is automatically available, so no explicit way to request that data is no longer 

required. 
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While we were able to implement most of the patterns using streams, this does not 

necessarily mean that these patterns should, or should not be used when building a large 

application using streams. The Gang of Four patterns were initially designed with object-

oriented programming in mind, and it is unclear whether these same problems would 

come up naturally in a reactive application. Analysing a larger application in future 

research could answer this question, as well as present a way to analyse some other 

architectural models. The book Reactive Design Patterns by Allen and Kuhn (n.d.) will 

also likely be a great resource when discussing this topic. 
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2. Literature Review 

2.1 Reactive Programming 

This thesis discusses reactive programming, but it is difficult to study reactive 

programming without mentioning Functional Reactive Programming (FRP), since the 

abstractions of FRP are so prevalent in almost all reactive programming solutions. This 

chapter aims to define what reactive programming and FRP are, and how they are related. 

In Chapter 2.13 a brief overview of the history of FRP is given. 

2.1.1 Definition of Reactive Programming 

In 1985 Pnueli and Harel made a distinction between systems that are transformational 

and systems that are reactive. They defined transformational systems as systems that 

accept inputs, perform transformations on those inputs, and produce outputs, e.g. 

compilers. On the other hand, reactive systems are “prompted by the outside world and 

their role is to continuously respond to external inputs –“(Harel & Pnueli, 1985). Berry 

extends this categorization by introducing the concept of interactive systems. The 

difference of the two is that while both reactive and interactive systems are in continuous 

interaction with their environment, reactive systems work only in response to external 

stimuli, but interactive systems can work independently and at their own speed (Berry, 

1988). Interestingly, the term “reactive programming” was seemingly first used in a 1959 

article by Tramel and Seale, but their definition does not have much to do with what is 

meant by the term today, or what Pnueli and Harel covered in their article (Tramel & 

Seale, 1959).  

Contemporary sources define reactive systems as software that reacts to inputs that are 

“unbounded sequences of events that arrive from a variety of sources at times beyond the 

program’s control” (Cooper, 2008). Reactive programming provides “abstractions to 

express programs as reactions to external events and having the language automatically 

manage the flow of time, and data and computation dependencies” (Bainomugisha, 

Carreton, Van Cutsem, Mostinckx, & De Meuter, 2012). 

Based on the aforementioned categorization of systems, we can say that there exists 

plenty of software in the world that can be seen as reactive (Harel & Pnueli, 1985; Cooper, 

2008). It is therefore not surprising that over time there have been many attempts at 

creating a programming paradigm suited for modelling such reactive systems. Among 

these are synchronous programming, dataflow programming (originally designed for 

parallel programming), synchronous dataflow programming, and finally, functional 

reactive programming (Bainomugisha, Carreton, Van Cutsem, Mostinckx, & De Meuter, 

2012). Out of these, functional reactive programming has impacted the study of reactive 

programming the most, and in fact reactive programming and functional reactive 

programming are sometimes mistakenly used almost like synonyms, which has created 

confusion. 

2.1.2 Definition of Functional Reactive Programming 

Functional Reactive Programming (FRP) is a programming paradigm for building 

software around asynchronous dataflow using functional programming techniques. An 

exact and precise definition of FRP is difficult to give because FRP has changed so much 

from how it was first conceived, and no “perfect” implementation exists yet. 
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The main idea of FRP is the modelling of time. The first evolution of FRP used behaviors 

to represent continuously changing values (e.g. mouse position), and events to represent 

distinct, time-ordered values, such as mouse clicks. The terminology changes from 

implementation to implementation, and not all FRP libraries make a distinction between 

behaviors and events. Some implementations of FRP don’t also strictly model behaviors 

as continuously changing values in hopes of simplified implementation and improved 

performance, but the original concept can still be found. Behaviors and events are two 

important distinguishing features of reactive programming languages (Bainomugisha, 

Carreton, Van Cutsem, Mostinckx, & De Meuter, 2012). 

A simple definition of FRP could be, that it is a paradigm for using streams of data to 

model events. Events have past and present values, and they are changing over time. The 

streams can be modified (merged, filtered etc.) using functional programming techniques. 

There is a lot of discussion about FRP on the Internet, which has resulted in many over 

simplified, and some blatantly wrong, definitions. There are many popular languages 

(Elm) or libraries (Reactive Extensions) that are not, according to some, true FRP 

(ReactiveExtensions*, 2014; stalz, 2014). These often seem to take a more pragmatic 

approach to implementing the core concepts of FRP, but in the process they move quite 

far away from the exact definition; therefore one should be careful of applying the term 

FRP. Bainomugisha et al. divide reactive programming languages into siblings of FRP 

and cousins of FRP, based on whether they provide the same primitive abstractions as the 

original implementation of FRP (see Chapter 2.1.3). (Bainomugisha, Carreton, Van 

Cutsem, Mostinckx, & De Meuter, 2012). 

The confusion seems to stem from the fact that while FRP sounds like a simple and 

expressive concept (behaviors and events), the original definition was much more 

specific. Developers adopting FRP may feel like it is some sort of a blanket term – 

managing reactive attributes in a declarative way – but they fail to understand how much 

more bloated the term actually is. Fortunately this problem is mostly semantic. For 

simplicity’s sake in this thesis we will use FRP as a blanket term to cover all its different 

forms, and when we wish to discuss the original implementation of FRP (See Chapter 

1.3), we will use the term Classic FRP. 

2.1.3 History of Functional Reactive Programming 

FRP is a conceptual framework that was first formulated by Conal Elliott and Paul Hudak 

in Functional Reactive Animation, 1997 (Elliott & Hudak, 1997). It was initially proposed 

as way of helping programmers create a composable library for animation. As Elliott and 

Hudak suggested in their conclusions, research began to focus on optimizing the FRP 

implementations, extending the FRP framework to other areas besides animation, as well 

as creating precise definitions for the semantics of the very general FRP model (Amsden, 

2011; Wan & Hudak, 2000). 

The initial formulation of FRP, which later became known as Classic FRP (Sculthorpe, 

& Nilsson, 2009; Elliott, 2009), defined two new types of values that form the basis of 

FRP: behaviors and events. Behaviors are first-class values that model values that are 

varying over continuous time. It is easy to see how behaviors can be useful in animations 

– after all, animations often use things like position, velocity, and acceleration, all of 

which are things that have distinct values that vary over continuous time. Events are first-

class values, just like behaviors. Events represent time-ordered sequences of discrete 

events, such as user input or colliding animations (Elliott & Hudak, 1997). 
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The original implementation of FRP was quite elegant, and it has obviously influenced 

subsequent work – for example, continuous time-varying values can be found from almost 

any derived research (Czaplicki, 2012). Elegance aside, Classic FRP does have some 

flaws that researchers have been trying to fix since it was first conceived. 

First of all, the simple semantics of the Classic FRP model allows systems that violate 

causality or reactivity. Programs that have output that rely on tomorrow’s input cannot 

obviously be implemented, and relying too much on past values can cause a memory leak 

since the program has to remember all past values of behaviors or events. Secondly, if a 

signal is not inspected for a long time the data structure keeps on growing, which again 

creates memory problems. When it is finally inspected the process can take a very long 

time, since the accumulated computation must be evaluated all at once. Programs 

implemented using the Classic FRP model often had poor resource usage and 

performance that was difficult to predict. (Krishnaswami, Benton & Hoffmann 2012; 

Czaplicki, 2012; Wan, Taha & Hudak, 2001) 

The history of FRP and the research following its emergence is difficult to present in a 

detailed yet concise manner. While there exists some research that builds on top of 

preceding articles by improving or further elaborating the solutions suggested therein, 

there are also a few articles that present artifacts that are quite different from the previous 

evolutions of FRP. These different types of FRP implementations can be quite difficult 

to compare, in part due to their very theoretical nature, but mostly because often they can 

be considered to contain trade-offs as well as (or rather than) improvements. In any case, 

an in-depth comparison is certainly out of the scope of this thesis, and we will try to 

refrain from claiming the superiority of one implementation over another; a simple 

timeline of research is presented instead. 

Since Classic FRP was developed as an embedded language in Haskell, it provides no 

guarantees of real-time (Belwal, Cheng & Wen, 2012). Real-time FRP (RT-FRP) was the 

first attempt at emending this shortcoming. It was presented as a resource bounded sub-

language of Classic FRP, and one of its features was the introduction of an isomorphism 

between behaviors and events, thus calling both of them signals; like in the Signal 

language where signals represent time-ordered sequences of values (Wan, Taha & Hudak, 

2001; Gautier, Le Guernic & Besnard, 1987). Shortly after the publication of RT-FRP, 

the same authors published a new article proposing Event Driven FRP (E-FRP) – another 

sub-language of Classic FRP that was directly descendent from RT-FRP, and was 

designed to work in event-driven environments, such as micro-controllers. The biggest 

difference of E-FRP to Classic FRP was that behaviors that previously could change over 

continuous time, could now only change by reacting to an event (Wan, Taha & Hudak, 

2002). Finally in 2007 a variant of Classic FRP called Priority-Based FRP (P-FRP) was 

introduced. P-FRP supports assigning different priorities to different events, which 

affords programmers to have control over the responsiveness of their programs 

(Kaiabachev, Taha, & Zhu, 2007). While these approaches manage to have well defined 

resource usage, they are not able to capture the full expressiveness of Classic FRP 

(Nilsson, Courtney & Peterson, 2002; Czaplicki, 2012). 

An approach to FRP that could be considered alternative to RT-FRP, E-FRP, and P-FRP 

was formulated in 2002. Arrowized FRP (AFRP) uses an abstraction called arrows that 

was developed by John Hughes in 2000 and attempts to utilize “the full power of Haskell” 

(Nilsson, Courtney & Peterson, 2002). Specifically, AFRP uses signal functions or signal 

transformers as a way for the programmer to manipulate signals.  The term signal 

transformers was used in Genuinely Functional User Interfaces (Courtney & Elliott, 
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2001) that was the first published article about AFRP, but the term signal functions seems 

to be the preferred one.  

AFRP borrows from the aforementioned evolutions of Classic FRP in that it gets rid of 

events and behaviors, and instead uses signals. Programmers are no longer able to directly 

access signals – instead, programs are built only by using signal functions (Nilsson, 

Courtney & Peterson, 2002). AFRP’s approach eliminates a major source of space and 

time leaks, and as an added benefit it ensures causality. The problem is that even after the 

significant work that has been done to make AFRP perform better, it can still be 

inefficient (Czaplicki, 2012; Amsden, 2012; Liu, Cheng, & Hudak, 2009; Nilsson, 2005; 

Amsden, 2011).  

Based on AFRP’s idea of signal functions, N-ary FRP was developed. N-ary FRP 

introduced the idea of signal vector, which is a “heterogeneous vector of signals” 

(Sculthorpe, & Nilsson, 2009). Signal vectors aim to avoid “the ambiguity present in 

signal function semantics, where a tuple of signals and a signal carrying a tuple are 

indistinguishable” (Amsden, 2011). The term N-ary FRP is opposed to Unary FRP 

(UFRP), which is a term the original author of N-ary FRP used in his PhD thesis to discuss 

FRP implementations that use signal functions instead of signal vectors (Sculthorpe, 

2011). 

All of the aforementioned implementations of FRP use “demand-driven (pull) sampling 

of reactive behaviors” (Elliott, 2009). This can be one source of inefficiency for the past 

FRP implementations, because pull-based systems have to reevaluate values even when 

they don’t change. The pull-based approach can also cause significant latency, as the time 

taken to react to an event can be as long as the polling period. In 2009, Elliott introduced 

yet another implementation of FRP that aims to combine data- (push) and demand-driven 

(pull) evaluation, with the goal of having nearly instantaneous reactions and no 

unnecessary computation (Elliott, 2009). However, extending the idea of push-based 

evaluation to signal functions is as of yet relatively unexplored, with only a 2012 master’s 

thesis exploring the notion (Amsden, 2012). Unfortunately, the technique can also be 

arguably difficult and tenuous to use (Amsden, 2011).  

We can conclude by saying that while FRP does present an attractive method of 

expressing and implementing reactive systems, there are still some challenges that need 

to be solved. Many optimizations have already been made to get rid of the inefficient and 

unpredictable performance that has plagued past FRP implementations, and if researchers 

continue solving these performance problems, FRP has the potential to become an 

excellent way of building such reactive systems (Amsden, 2011). 

2.2 Patterns 

In this chapter we will discuss how the reactive programming paradigm can affect some 

programming patterns. We will first compose a list of patterns based on existing literature, 

filter down that list based on some criteria, and go through the remaining patterns in more 

detail. These remaining patterns are analyzed on a theoretical level using models, but also 

code examples are provided that can be used in a more practical review. 

Choosing the patterns for the initial listing is quite arbitrary, as there are so many patterns 

– and the categories of patterns - in existing literature. The Gang of Four (GoF) patterns 

are chosen because the book Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented 

Software (Gamma, Helm, Johnson & Vlissides, 1994) is so hugely influential. 
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Furthermore, some of the pattern choices are supported by the choice of language and 

trends in modern web development. 

The chosen language for the final stage of analyzing the patterns is JavaScript and its 

implementation of the Reactive Extensions library, RxJS. This choice is discussed in 

detail in Chapter 2.2.1. 

2.2.1 Language Choice: JavaScript and RxJS 

The language choice is something I debated with myself for a long time. Initially, I was 

going to use RxJS, but when I was studying the background of reactive programming and 

FRP, I started doubting my decision. As we have established, Reactive Extensions is not 

pure FRP, nor does it attempt to be. In fact, if one wanted to be absolutely safe from 

scrutiny, the only choice would be one of the many Haskell FRP libraries. 

I actually thought about selecting Haskell for a long time because that would save me 

from having to argue in favor of an impure FRP implementation, but an immediate 

problem I faced was that I simply do not possess the competence required to write a thesis 

discussing Haskell. Even if I started studying Haskell during the writing of this thesis, I 

would still have to use it in one or two major projects to feel confident. Elm was another 

potential choice, but in the end I decided against it because there is little research about 

Elm, and few nontrivial projects that use it. 

Finally, I decided to go with the original plan, and use JavaScript with the RxJS library. 

I realized that while this thesis discusses FRP a lot, the focus is not in the implementation 

details of FRP, but rather in the programming style it uses, and how it promotes the use 

of the reactive programming paradigm. When discussing programming patterns, the 

question of whether a language or library is pure FRP should become irrelevant, as it is 

the composition of programs in a reactive style that affects the patterns, not the details of 

how a language implements FRP concepts. 

The choice of using JavaScript has an added benefit regarding the pattern choices and the 

code examples. If a functional language like Haskell was chosen, a new level of 

complexity would be added to choosing the patterns and analyzing them. There simply is 

not as much research about functional programming patterns compared to object-oriented 

(OO) programming patterns. While we could implement traditional OO-patterns in a 

functional style first and then implement them again in an FRP style, the comparison 

could be difficult because it could be argued that any change in the pattern is due to the 

functional style, not due to the reactive style. Using JavaScript allows us to focus on the 

traditional OO-patterns, and their transformation should be easier to present and to 

analyze, as the patterns can first be implemented in a purely imperative way, and then re-

implemented using the reactive RxJS library. 

Some of the most important aspects of the reactive programming paradigm are 

declarativity and function composition, both of which are supported by functional 

programming. Since JavaScript facilitates the creation and the use of first-class functions, 

it is entirely possible to use the language to write programs in a functional way. (Fogus, 

2013) 

2.2.2 Listing the patterns 

The Gang of Four patterns are divided into Creational patterns, Structural patterns, and 

Behavioral patterns. Creational patterns are used for instantiating a single object a or 
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group of objects; for example, the Singleton is used to make sure that only one object is 

ever created from a given class, and the Abstract Factory can instantiate groups of objects 

whose types are determined at run-time. Structural patterns provide a way of defining 

relationships between objects. Examples of structural patterns are the Adapter, which is 

an interface between two otherwise incompatible classes, and the Facade, which can be 

used as a “wrapper” to hide complex subsystem functionality. (Carr, 2009) 

The patterns in the final category of GoF patterns, Behavioral patterns, are used for 

controlling and defining communication between objects. The Chain of Responsibility 

allows the passing of requests to a chain of handlers, which will either process the request 

or pass it on to the next handler in the chain. The Observer pattern allows observer classes 

to subscribe to the state changes of subject classes. (Carr, 2009) 

Architectural patterns is another category of patterns that has the potential to be 

interesting when applied to the reactive paradigm. The problem with architectural patterns 

considering the research method of this thesis is that quite a large application can be 

required to properly realize each individual pattern, and in fact some architectural patterns 

are used to reason about large, possibly distributed information systems with individual 

subsystems. Some architectural patterns are also designed to be reactive from the 

beginning, such as the Publish/Subscribe pattern (Eugster, Felber, Guerraoui & 

Kermarrec, 2003; Garlan & Shaw, 1994).  

While this thesis is mostly about exploring how the reactive paradigm influences patterns 

that are traditionally implemented in a transformational way, it also makes sense to afford 

a special mention to the Actor model, a concurrency model which uses asynchronous 

message passing and actors that can act upon the messages they receive. The actor model 

has been successfully used in Erlang and in the Akka toolkit. While discussing reactive 

patterns, the yet unpublished book Reactive Design Patterns should also be mentioned. 

While this thesis’ research goal is quite different from what the authors of this book are 

trying to achieve, the book will surely be an interesting read once it is out.  (Hewitt, 

Bishop, & Steiger, 1973; akka, n.d.; Vermeersch, 2009; Webber, 2014; Kuhn & Allen, 

unpublished) 

An architectural pattern that we will be discussing in more detail is the Model-View-

Controller (MVC). The MVC pattern is very popular in user interfaces, where its ability 

to separate the user interface from the underlying data is very valuable. The MVC pattern 

was first developed by Reenskaug in 1979 (Reenskaug 1979a, 1979b), and nowadays is 

seeing widespread use in very popular single-page application (SPA) frameworks, such 

as Angular.js and Backbone.js. An apparent testament to MVC’s expressiveness is the 

fact that many slightly different versions have spawned from it, such as Model-View-

ViewModel (MVVM) (Gossman, 2005). For the sake of discussion we will not 

differentiate between these different versions, since the core idea is the same in all of 

them. In fact, many of the JavaScript frameworks in use today don’t really refer to MVC, 

but instead they use MV* or MVW (Model-View-Whatever works for you) (TodoMVC, 

n.d.; Minar, 2012). 

2.2.3 Filtering the list 

The list of patterns created in Chapter 2.2.2 can be found as Appendix A. In this chapter 

we will start narrowing down that initial list. 

The first requirement for the patterns that we choose for further analysis is that they are 

inherently transformational. Most of the patterns we listed in the previous chapter are 
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transformational, but there are also some that are already reactive, such as the Observer 

pattern, the Publish/Subscribe architecture, and the Actor model. 

Using the reactive paradigm has a big impact on the control-flow of the application, so 

we are most interested in patterns that define the control-flow. Any GoF Behavioral 

pattern can be interesting in this regard, as well as the MVC architectural pattern. We 

complement these with the Builder pattern, which will be the only creational pattern 

analyzed. The Reactive Manifesto also talks about modularity and delegation, which is 

something to keep in mind when we choose and analyses the patterns. The patterns chosen 

for further analysis can be found from Table 1. 

Table 1. Patterns chosen for further analysis 

Name Category Source 

Model-View-Controller Architectural Reenskaug, 1979a  

Builder Creational GoF (Gamma, Helm, Johnson & 

Vlissides, 1994) 

Visitor Behavioral GoF 

Mediator Behavioral GoF 

Chain of Responsibility Behavioral GoF 

Command Behavioral GoF 

 

As has been discussed in an earlier chapter, we focus on the Gang of Four patterns because 

they are so influential. The patterns listed in Table 2 were not necessarily chosen because 

they somehow solve problems that are interesting, but rather because they are different 

enough from each other, and because many GoF patterns are just not very suitable for our 

method of analysis. For example, an in-depth analysis of the Proxy pattern would likely 

yield no results whatsoever, and since we’re already analyzing the Builder pattern, there 

is no sense in also analyzing the Factory Method pattern – since we’re using JavaScript, 

these patterns would end up looking very similar. 

Our goal here is to find patterns that, when subjected to the reactive programming style: 

1. Undergo a significant positive change 

2. Undergo a significant negative change 

3. Undergo no significant change 

By positive change, we mean that the pattern is still useful and recognizable. By negative 

change, we mean that the pattern is either not very useful, or it changes too much from 

its original, transformational implementation to be recognizable. We also wish to find 

patterns that do not change significantly. 
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3. Analysis 

In this chapter, we will analyze the selected patterns. First, the pattern and possibly an 

appropriate demo application is introduced. We then proceed to model how the demo 

application would be implemented while using the pattern in a transformational style. 

Event-based and stream-based approaches for solving the same problem are then 

depicted, both based on the transformational model. While the event-based model is not 

very important to the overall research question of this thesis, it is interesting to see the 

differences of the three approaches, and the events can be an intuitive “bridge” between 

the transformational and stream-based approaches. 

After the models, the code of the transformational and stream-based implementations are 

presented. The streams the demo uses are portrayed in a table for clarity’s sake. At the 

end of each chapter the two implementations are compared briefly, but more in depth 

discussion can be found in Chapter 4. 

We will base our analysis on Carr’s depictions of the patterns (2009). For each pattern 

Carr presents a class diagram and a simple application which is suitable for demoing the 

pattern. The demos used in the following chapters are almost identical to Carr’s, and the 

transformative versions’ codes are also quite similar to his – the major difference being 

that Carr uses C#, and we use JavaScript. Other models beside the class diagrams, and 

the stream-based source codes, are purely of our own doing.  

3.1 Model-View-Controller 

As has been established in a previous chapter, the MVC model is an old and widely used 

architectural pattern. One of its earliest definitions is presented in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 The MVC model as presented in Krasner & Pope (1988) 
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In the traditional MVC model, Models represent the actual application – they do most of 

the work. They are kept distinct from Views, which are responsible for displaying the data 

the Models represent to the user. Finally, Controllers are the interface between Views 

(or the user) and the Model. Both Views and Controllers have only one Model, but a 

single Model can be used by multiple Views and Controllers. Models should not be 

aware of their Views or Controllers, but the Views and Controllers must have explicit 

knowledge of their Model. (Krasner & Pope, 1988) 

In the original MVC model, Views and Controllers could be registered as dependents 

of a Model, and the Model would notify all of its dependents by notifying them when an 

aspect of it changes. In addition to this, Views would also have a way of directly 

requesting the state of the Model. This and other relationships are elaborated in Figure 3. 

In Figure 3, the arrows depicting the method calls are attached to the caller and detached 

from the called entity. This is done to represent where the actual code is located in a 

simple way. 

 

Figure 3 The transformative MVC model 

Figure 4 depicts the transformation of the transformational MVC model into a reactive, 

or rather, an event-driven MVC model. The transformation is “dumb” in the sense that 

we’ve just taken all interactions that are present in the transformative version, and 

inverted them. Figure 4 is really an intermediate step in our process of evaluating the 

change of the MVC model. 

In our event-driven MVC model, the entities will need to broadcast events and to listen 

to them. The Views will listen to user interface events such as mouse clicks and button 

presses, and will just emit these raw input events forward. These events are listened to by 

the Controller that will parse the raw input event, and will either emit an event that is 

listened to by a Model or an event that is listened to by the View. Models can emit events 

when the data they represent changes, which can be listened to by multiple different 

Views. A View also has a way to broadcast that it needs data from a Model. (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4 The event-based MVC model 

In Figure 5 the transformation to a stream-based implementation is depicted. One 

interesting thing that is instantly visible is that the View does not need a way to request 

data from the Model – the dataStream the View subscribes to, always has the latest, up-

to-date data available. 

 

Figure 5 The MVC model using streams 

Our example application is a simple web page with a number and a button. The number 

starts at zero, and clicking on it increments its value by one. Pressing the button will 

change the number’s color. The number’s value is stored in the Model so the chain is V-
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>C->M->V. The changing of the color does not require anything from the Model, so that 

chain is just V->C->V. 

The first step in implementing this demo application using a reactive style is identifying 

what kind and how many streams (or Events and Behaviors) the application has. Streams 

can be created from, for example, input events, or new streams can be created by 

transforming existing streams. Finally one must think about what streams are explicitly 

subscribed to, and by whom. For our application, this process is outlined in Table 2. Note 

that in Reactive Extensions streams are called Observables, and they can be observed 

by Observers. 

Table 2. Planning the streams for our MVC application 

Module Code Comment 

View clickStream = Rx.Observable.fromEvent(CONTENT, 

‘click’) 

Create stream of click events 

Controller addValueStream = clickstream.map(1) Transform the “clicks” into a 

stream of “1”s 

Model currentValueStream = 

addValueStream.startWith(0).scan(0, accumulateValue) 

Transform that stream into a 

stream of accumulated values 

(0, 1, 2, ..). Initialize that 

stream with a 0. 

View currentValueStream.subscribe(changeTextValue) Subscribe to that stream, 

update new values to the text 

   

View buttonStream = Rx.Observable.fromEvent(BUTTON, 

‘click’) 

Create a stream of button 

press events 

Controller changeColorStream = buttonStream.map(undefined) Transform into a stream of 

“undefined”s. The view can 

handle undefined values 

internally. 

View changeColorStream.subscribe(changeColor) Subscribe and send values to 

the changeColor function 

 

The transformative version of the application is presented first. A link to a live example 

is available in Appendix B. 

The Model is quite simple. It needs a variable where to store the current value of the 

aforementioned number, and an array where it can store its dependents. The register 

method and the notify function are related to the Observer pattern, the getState method 

is used by the View, and the add method is used by the Controller. Note that the Model 

has no explicit knowledge of neither the View(s) nor the Controller(s). 

var OBSERVERS = [] 

var NUMBER = 0; 

   

function Model(){ 

  var self = this; 
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  self.getState = function getState(){ 

    return NUMBER; 

  } 

     

  self.register = function register(target){ 

    OBSERVERS.push(target) 

  } 

     

  self.add = function add(num){ 

    NUMBER += num 

    notify() 

  } 

} 

   

function notify(){ 

  for(var i = OBSERVERS.length; i--;){ 

    OBSERVERS[i].update(NUMBER) 

  } 

} 

 

Unlike the Model, the Controller needs to have explicit knowledge of the Model and 

the View. The Controller has methods that the View calls when input events happen. 

These methods define how to react to input events, in this case, the Controller will 

either tell the Model to increment the numeric value, or tell the View to change the 

number’s color. The setView method is used during initialization to setup dependencies 

– in this example the Controller is constructed before the View, so the Controller 

needs this method to get a reference to the View later. 

var MODEL = null; 

var VIEW = null; 

   

function Controller(model){ 

  var self = this; 

  MODEL = model; 

     

  self.onClick = function onClick(){ 

    incrementModel() 

  } 

     

  self.onButtonClick = function onButtonClick(){ 

    changeView() 

  } 

     

  self.setView = function(v){ 

    VIEW = v; 

  } 

     

} 

   

function incrementModel(){ 

  MODEL.add(1) 

} 

   

function changeView(){ 

  VIEW.changeNumberColor() 

} 

 

Finally, we have the View. The View obviously contains code that is used to initialize the 

GUI, most of which will be omitted here because it is self-explanatory and presenting the 

code here would not serve any purpose. Again one should note that the View has explicit 

knowledge of the Controller and a Model. In the constructor, our View registers as a 
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dependent of the Model – whenever the View is notified by the Model, the update method 

gets the new numeric value and updates the text using the setValue function. The 

changeNumberColor method is used by the Controller. The last noteworthy detail is 

how, while initializing the GUI, the View uses the getModelState function to seed the 

initial value to the text. 

var CONTROLLER = null; 

var MODEL = null 

 

function View(div, controller, model){ 

  var self = this; 

  CONTROLLER = controller; 

  MODEL = model; 

     

  initContent(div) 

  MODEL.register(this) 

     

  self.update = function update(num){ 

    setValue(num) 

  } 

     

  self.changeNumberColor = function changeNumberColor(c){ 

    // … 

  } 

} 

 

function initContent(div){ 

  //Initialize GUI 

  // … 

 

  //Initialize input events 

  CONTENT.click(onClick) 

  BUTTON.click(onButtonClick) 

     

  //Get the initial value from the Model 

  setValue(getModelState()) 

} 

 

function setValue(val){ 

  CONTENT.text(val) 

} 

 

function onClick(){ 

  CONTROLLER.onClick(); 

} 

  

function onButtonClick(){ 

  CONTROLLER.onButtonClick(); 

} 

 

function getModelState(){ 

  return MODEL.getState(); 

} 

 

Next, the stream-based implementation of the application is presented. The demo 

application needs a way to share streams between modules, which in this case is 

accomplished by a data structure in app.js that has functions for adding streams and 

asynchronously requesting a stream by name. A link to a live example is available in 

Appendix B. 
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var OBSERVABLES = { 

  get: function(name, verbose) { 

    // return a stream that matches <name>, or undefined 

  }, 

  add: function(name, fn, force) { 

    // add stream <fn> by <name> 

    // resolve() subsrcibed callbacks if they exist 

  }, 

  request: function(name, callback) { 

    // use get() to check if a stream by <name> exists, 

    // if yes, call the callback. If not _subscribe() 

  }, 

  _subscribe: function(name, callback) { 

    // Register a callback that will be called when 

    // the named stream is added 

  }, 

  _resolve: function(name, stream) { 

    // when a stream by <name> is added, find registered 

    // callbacks and send the <stream> 

  }, 

  _obs: {} 

}; 

 

When presenting the transformative code we started from the Model, but looking at Table 

3 we can see that the View is where the streams are first created and subscribed to. 

Therefore the View will be presented first. Again, it has a lot of code that is used for 

initializing the GUI that will be omitted here. 

The first thing the View does when it is constructed is the initialization of the GUI using 

the render function. In that function the View also creates two streams from input events 

that are then registered by the names clickStream and buttonPressStream. The View 

also requests two streams that are as of yet unavailable, but once the callback returns the 

View will subscribe to those streams. The obs parameter in the constructor is the data 

structure that has already been introduced. 

var textClicks = null 

var buttonClicks = null 

 

function View(obs, div) { 

  var self = this 

     

  render(div); 

 

  obs.request("currentValueStream", function(stream) { 

    stream.subscribe(setTextValue) 

  }); 

 

  obs.request("changeColorStream", function(stream) { 

    stream.subscribe(setTextColor) 

  }); 

 

  obs.add("clickStream", textClicks) 

  obs.add("buttonPressStream", buttonClicks)     

} 

 

function render(div) { 

  // … 

  textClicks = Rx.Observable.fromEvent(CONTENT, 'click'); 

  buttonClicks = Rx.Observable.fromEvent(BUTTON, 'click'); 

} 
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function setTextValue(val) { 

  CONTENT.text(val) 

} 

 

function setTextColor(c) { 

  //… 

} 

 

The Controller is a few lines of code. It simply requests the input event streams that 

were created in the View, does a transformation on them, and then registers the new 

streams that result from the transformation. 

function Controller(obs) { 

  obs.request("clickStream", function(stream) { 

    addValueStream = stream.map(1) 

    obs.add("addValueStream", addValueStream) 

  }); 

 

  obs.request("buttonPressStream", function(stream) { 

    changeColorStream = stream.map(undefined) 

    obs.add("changeColorStream", changeColorStream) 

  }); 

} 

 

The Model is very similar to the Controller in that all it does is request a stream, do a 

transformation on that stream, and register a new stream. As was explained in Table 3, 

the Model creates a stream that accumulates the values that the Controller creates. 

//Stores the texts value. Starts at 0 

var VALUE = 0; 

   

function Model(obs){ 

  obs.request("addValueStream", function(stream){ 

    currentValueStream = stream.startWith(VALUE).scan(VALUE, 

function(acc, curr){ 

      return acc + curr 

    }); 

    obs.add("currentValueStream", currentValueStream) 

  }); 

} 

 

The MVC model works very well with both the transformational and the stream-based 

approaches, but one clear advantage that the streams bring is that the View does not need 

a way to explicitly request data from the Model – at least not in our demo. The MVC 

model undergoes a positive change. 

Medeiros (2014) did a similar transformation of the MVC model, calling his new version 

the Model-View-Intent, because the reactive Controller does not really control anything 

anymore, rather it just communicates the user’s intent on to the model. 

3.2 Builder 

The Builder pattern is a creational pattern that can be helpful when the system needs to 

be able to facilitate the creation of complex objects composed of parts with demanding 

construction conditions, such as using specific algorithms. The Director controls the 

Builders, and each Builder knows how to construct a requested object. The class 

diagram for the Builder pattern is presented in Figure 6. (Carr, 2009) 
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Figure 6 The Builder pattern (Carr, 2009) 

As an example, Carr (2009) uses a system in a fast food restaurant, where employees can 

select standard meals, each of which can consist of different parts, e.g., different side 

orders. In such a system, each meal would have its own Builder, and if the meals are 

complex enough, maybe the meal Builders could even have their own Builders for 

constructing each single part of the meal. 

For our example, we are using the same example as Carr (2009), with the exception that 

we are going to make the Builders a bit more complicated. There are Builders for 

individual parts of the meal, such as a Builder for a hamburger with bacon, and also 

there are Builders for whole meals that use these aforementioned Builders to construct 

the final meal. This pattern has the added benefit of being able to serve not only whole 

meals, but also individual parts of the meal. The added complexity hopefully makes it 

easier to demo the difference of the stream based approach to the traditional approach. 

The transformational version of the Builder pattern is presented in Figure 7. The final 

version would have more classes, but for clarity’s sake they have been omitted from the 

figure. In this example, the user would click on a button in the View, which triggers an 

action in the Director. The Director knows which Builder(s) to call, and since in this 

case the user pressed the button for a bacon burger meal, the Director calls the build-

method of the BaconMealBuilder. The BaconMealBuilder constructs a Meal and adds 

some properties to it (such as a drink), and calls the build method of the 

BaconBurgerBuilder. The BaconBurgerBuilder adds a bacon burger to the Meal, 

returns it to the meal builder, which returns it to the Director. 
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Figure 7 The transformational Builder pattern 

A production-ready system would obviously need to have more Builders, possibly a 

Builder for each type of a drink for example. Since this is just a demo, we can forgo 

those for the sake of simplicity. The connections between the Builders and the Meal are 

modelled as they are because the actual ways how the Builders add properties to the 

Meal are not relevant for us. The Meal could very well be just JSON stored in a variable, 

or a whole class. 

Figure 8 shows one way to change the Builder pattern from transformational to event-

driven. One flaw that can be observed from the proposed pattern is that the 

BaconMealBuilder would need a way to know that the BaconBurgerBuilder has 

finished editing the Meal. This feature was not added to the figure because it is supposed 

to be a 1:1 transformation of Figure 7, and also because there are many ways to 

accomplish the said goal. One way, if we wanted to stay in line with the event-driven 

approach, could be that the BaconMealBuilder adds properties to the Meal that it expects 

to be filled in, and once all of these properties exist, the Meal would emit an event letting 

the BaconMealBuilder know that it is now complete. 
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Figure 8 The event-driven Builder pattern 

The stream-based Builder is outlined in Figure 9, and the streams the demo uses can be 

found from Table 3. The key feature of the pattern is that each Builder must have a 

setStream method that other objects can use to give the Builder a stream it should 

listen to. Based on the values the Builder finds from the stream, it knows what it should 

do. In this fast food restaurant demo, an undefined value is pushed to the stream any time 

the user clicks on a button, and Builders know that an undefined value means that a new 

Meal must be created. Builders can also get existing Meals from the stream, which 

means that anything the Builder does should just be appended to the Meal. This way 

Builders can use other Builders to complement Meals. 

 

Figure 9 The stream-based Builder 
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The streams the demo uses are presented in Table 3. The key points are again how 

Builders react to values given to them, and how the Director returns the completed 

meals to the View. The difference between Builders that build complex meals, and 

Builders that only build parts of the meal is also notable. 

Table 3. Planning the streams for our Builder application 

Module Code Comment 

View Director.setBuilderStream(  

Rx.Observable.fromEvent( 

BUTTON, ‘click’) 

.map(undefined)) 

Create a stream from click events, 

map the values to undefined, and use 

the Director to give each input stream 

to the relevant Builder 

MealBuilder.setStream(s) burgerBuilder.setStream( 

s.map(build)).getStream() 

Map each value to the build-method, 

which creates a new meal if the value 

is undefined. Forward this stream to 

the sub-Builder that will complement 

the new meal. Finally, fetch the 

updated stream from the sub-Builder. 

burgerBuilder.setStream(s) s.map(build) Map each value to the build-method, 

which creates a new meal if the value 

is undefined 

   

View Director.getStream().subscribe( 

printOrder) 

Get the stream with the completed 

Meals from the Director, print the 

results 

Director.getStream() return Rx.Observable.merge( 

builder1.getStream, …) 

Get streams from all Builders, merge 

them, and return the new stream. 

 

Our demo application has a simple GUI that has 4 buttons that the user can use to order a 

bacon burger meal, a small meal, a bacon burger, or a normal burger. The bacon burger 

meal consists of a side order, a drink, and a bacon burger, while the small meal contains 

a normal burger along with the side order and a drink. The orders are printed on the screen 

in a JSON-format. 

The transformative version of the pattern is presented first. A link to a live example is 

available in Appendix B. The application consists of script.js (the View), Director.js, 

BaconBurgerMealBuilder.js, BaconBurgerBuilder.js, SmallMealBuilder.js, 

BurgerBuilder.js, and Meal.js. Naturally there is also an HTML-file, index.html, but we 

will forgo presenting that due to the simplicity of its code. Suffice to say, the GUI is 

defined in index.html 

In script.js we simply bind an anonymous function to the button’s click events. When the 

user clicks on a button, the anonymous function calls the Director. Eventually the 

Director returns a complete meal that will get printed on screen. 
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function App() { 

  var Director = new window.app.Director() 

     

  $("#baconmeal").on('click', getMeal(Director.onBaconMealPressed)) 

  $("#baconburger").on('click',getMeal(Director.onBaconBurgerPressed)) 

  $("#smallmeal").on('click', getMeal(Director.onSmallMealPressed)) 

  $("#burger").on('click', getMeal(Director.onBurgerPressed)) 

} 

   

function getMeal(buildMeal){ 

  return function(){ 

    var meal = buildMeal(); 

    printOrder(JSON.stringify(meal.getContents())) 

  } 

} 

   

function printOrder(order){ 

  $("#orders").append(order +"</br>") 

} 

 

The Director constructs all Builders, and calls their build methods when requested. 

function Director() { 

     

  var BaconBurgerMealBuilder = new window.app.BaconBurgerMealBuilder() 

  var BaconBurgerBuilder = new window.app.BaconBurgerBuilder() 

  var SmallMealBuilder = new window.app.SmallMealBuilder() 

  var BurgerBuilder = new window.app.BurgerBuilder() 

     

  this.onBaconMealPressed = function(){ 

    return BaconBurgerMealBuilder.build().getMeal(); 

  } 

     

  this.onBaconBurgerPressed = function(){ 

    return BaconBurgerBuilder.build().getMeal(); 

  } 

     

  this.onSmallMealPressed = function(){ 

    return SmallMealBuilder.build().getMeal(); 

  } 

     

  this.onBurgerPressed = function(){ 

    return BurgerBuilder.build().getMeal(); 

  } 

} 

 

All Builders are quite similar, with the exception that the BaconBurgerMealBuilder 

and the SmallMealBuilder use the BaconBurgerBuilder and BurgerBuilder 

respectively to complement their meals. What a Builder adds to the Meal is defined in 

the CONTENTS variable. Because there is little variation between each Builder, only the 

BaconBurgerMealBuilder is presented here. 

var CONTENTS = { //Varies from Builder to Builder 

    "drink": "pepsi", 

    "side":"onion rings" 

} 

 

function BaconBurgerMealBuilder() { 

  this._meal = null; 

  //BaconBurgerBuilder and BurgerBuilder don’t have this line 

  //SmallMealBuilder uses BurgerBuilder, not BaconBurgerBuilder 

  var burgerBuilder = new window.app.BaconBurgerBuilder() 
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  this.build = function(meal){ 

    if(meal === undefined){ 

      this._meal = new window.app.Meal() 

    }else{ 

      this._meal = meal; 

    } 

       

    this._meal.add(CONTENTS) 

    //BaconBurgerBuilder and BurgerBuilder don’t have this line 

    burgerBuilder.build(this._meal) 

    return this; 

  } 

     

  this.getMeal = function(){ 

    return this._meal; 

  } 

} 

 

Meal.js is probably the most complicated class, but its functionality has little to do with 

the actual Builder pattern, so we can exclude a detailed presentation of the code. Meal.js 

has a variable for holding JSON that represents the meal, a method for appending 

properties to it, a getter and a setter. 

The transformational and the stream-based version are actually surprisingly similar; in 

some cases the code could even be copy-pasted between the two, and if not that, then at 

least the responsibilities and the “flow” of the code is very similar. In script.js we create 

streams from the click events, give them to the Director, request a stream from the 

Director, and subscribe to it. 

function App() { 

  var Director = new window.app.Director() 

   

Director.setBaconMealStream(Rx.Observable.fromEvent($("#baconmeal"), 

'click').map(undefined)) 

Director.setBaconBurgerStream(Rx.Observable.fromEvent($("#baconburger"

), 'click').map(undefined)) 

Director.setBurgerStream(Rx.Observable.fromEvent($("#burger"), 

'click').map(undefined)) 

Director.setSmallMealStream(Rx.Observable.fromEvent($("#smallmeal"), 

'click').map(undefined)) 

     

  Director.getStream().subscribe(function(meal){ 

    printOrder(JSON.stringify(meal.getContents())) 

  }) 

} 

   

function printOrder(order){ 

  $("#orders").append(order +"</br>") 

} 

 

Director.js simply forwards the streams to the relevant Builders, and more importantly, 

creates a merged stream that will hold all the completed meals. 

function Director() { 

     

  var BaconBurgerMealBuilder = new window.app.BaconBurgerMealBuilder() 

  var BaconBurgerBuilder = new window.app.BaconBurgerBuilder() 

  var SmallMealBuilder = new window.app.SmallMealBuilder() 

  var BurgerBuilder = new window.app.BurgerBuilder() 
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  this.setBaconMealStream = function(stream){ 

    BaconBurgerMealBuilder.setStream(stream) 

  } 

     

  this.setBaconBurgerStream = function(stream){ 

    BaconBurgerBuilder.setStream(stream) 

  } 

     

  this.setSmallMealStream = function(stream){ 

    SmallMealBuilder.setStream(stream) 

  } 

     

  this.setBurgerStream = function(stream){ 

    BurgerBuilder.setStream(stream) 

  } 

     

  this.getStream = function(){ 

    return Rx.Observable.merge( 

      BaconBurgerMealBuilder.getStream(), 

      BaconBurgerBuilder.getStream(), 

      SmallMealBuilder.getStream(), 

      BurgerBuilder.getStream() 

    ) 

  } 

} 

 

The only difference in the Builders between the transformative and the stream-based 

versions is that in this version, the Builders get two new methods – setStream and 

getStream, and that the complementary Builders are not called in the build method 

anymore, rather the Meal is complemented via the stream. The 

BaconBurgerMealBuilder and SmallMealBuilder are identical, and so are the 

BaconBurgerBuilder and the BurgerBuilder. Again, only the 

BaconBurgerMealBuilder is presented here. 

this.setStream = function(stream){ 

  var self = this 

  //*BurgerBuilders instead set the new stream to this._stream 

  var s = stream.map(function(meal){ 

    return self.build(meal).getMeal() 

  }) 

  //*BurgerBuilders don’t do this 

  this._stream = burgerBuilder.setStream(s).getStream() 

       

  return this; 

} 

     

this.getStream = function(){ 

  return this._stream; 

} 

 

The Meal.js underwent no changes, and is omitted for the same reasons as previously. 

What is notable in both the demo applications is that there actually would be a good 

chance to use inheritance (or a similar technique), since there is so little variation between 

each Builder. Each Builder just needs a CONTENTS variable, and zero, one, or more 

complementary Builders. This abstraction is not relevant to the comparison however, 

since it could be implemented in both versions. 

While we can see that streams work very well with the Builder pattern, it is hard to claim 

that the streams present any improvement over the transformative version, or the other 
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way around. The stream-based Builders are approximately 20 lines longer, but such a 

difference is hardly worth of discussion. Therefore we conclude that the Builder pattern 

undergoes no significant change. 

3.3 Visitor 

The Visitor pattern is a behavioral pattern that is used for separating a data structure from 

the functionality that performs upon that data. The advantage is that classes with even 

complex data structures can have very limited functionality, since the responsibility of 

performing operations on the data is delegated to the Visitors. The key benefits are that 

new operations can be added with relative ease, and that each Visitor may visit multiple 

data structures. Figure 10 shows the class diagram of the Visitor pattern. (Carr, 2009) 

 

Figure 10 Class diagram of the Visitor pattern (Carr, 2009) 

Again we will implement a similar example as Carr (2009). The system models an 

organization that consists of employees. Employees may have zero or more subordinates, 

and they have a name and a salary. The system has two Visitors, one for payroll and 

one for increasing the employees’ salaries. 

An outline of the transformative Visitor pattern can be seen in Figure 11. The View has 

all the Visitors, and when required can call the accept method of the Organisation, 

giving the relevant Visitor as an argument. The Organisation has a list of the 

Employees that are at the top of the organizational pyramid, and will call their accept 

methods. When the accept method of an Employee is called, it will forward the call to 

all of its subordinate Employees, and call the Visitors visit method, giving a reference 

to itself as an argument. 
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Figure 11 The transformative Visitor 

Transforming the system into an event-based system shows one interesting quality; it is 

difficult to know when an operation is “finished” (Figure 12). One way to achieve that 

could be that the Visitors emit events whenever their visit method is called, and either 

the Organisation or the View listens to that event, and increment an internal counter. 

Such a counter would be quite prone for bugs however, and if there are operations that 

are done on an unknown or arbitrary number of Employees, it would be very difficult to 

know when to reset the counter. 

 

Figure 12 The event-based Visitor 

The stream-based implementation is illustrated in Figure 13. When the system is being 

initialized, the Organisation is responsible for forwarding the streams of the View to the 

Employees, but after that it doesn’t need the streams anymore. When, for example, the 

user presses on a button that pays all the employees’ monthly salaries, the 

PayrollVisitor is pushed into the stream. Each Employee is subscribed to the stream, 

and therefore gets the Visitor and calls it. Each Employee also has a stream where they 

store their current status – whenever an Employee is visited by a Visitor, the Employee 

pushes its current, new status into the status stream. These status streams are listened to 
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by either the Employees who are higher up in the chain, or the Organisation class. The 

Organisation merges these streams into one stream, which is listened to by the View. 

 

Figure 13 The stream-based Visitor 

The streams that were used in the demo are presented in Table 4. This is the first demo 

where Subjects and their onNext method is used. Subjects are a feature of the Reactive 

Extensions library – they are both Observers and Observables, which essentially means 

that new values can be pushed to the stream using the onNext method. 

BehaviorSubjects are a subclass of Subjects. Just like in classic FRP, Behaviors are 

values that change over time, but only have a current value. BehaviorSubjects are used 

to keep track of the Employees’ states, since we only care about the current state, not each 

iteration. 
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Table 4. Planning the streams for our Visitor application 

Module Code Comment 

View Organisation.addStream( 

Rx.Observable.fromEvent( payrollButton, 

‘click’).map( PayrollVisitor) 

) 

Create a stream from the click events, 

and map the Visitor to each click. In 

the demo the View also subscribes to 

the created stream so that it knows 

when the operation is complete. 

The Organisation simply forwards the 

stream onwards to the Employees. 

Employee s.subscribe(function(visitor){ 

visitor.visit(this); 

this.Status.onNext(this); 

}) 

The Employee subscribes to the 

stream of Visitors, and publishes the 

newest version of itself whenever it is 

visited. 

Organisation getEmployees().forEach( function(emp){ 

OrganisationStream = 

OrganisationStream.merge( emp.Status) 

}) 

The Organisation gets the status 

stream of each Employee and merges 

them into one observable. 

View OrganisationStream.subscribe( 

function(emp){ 

updateRow(emp) 

}) 

 

The View subscribes to the 

OrganisationStream, and operates 

whenever an Employee changes. 

 

Our demo has a Table with 4 columns: employee name, position, salary, and a button for 

giving the employee a 5% pay raise. The GUI also features a button for paying all the 

employees’ salaries, and giving each of them a 5% pay raise. The demo consists of 

script.js (the View), Organisation.js, Employee.js, PayrollVisitor.js, and 

PayraiseVisitor.js. 

Script.js is responsible for building the GUI, and using the Visitor pattern. The code that 

initializes and updates the GUI is not introduced here, as the link to the full code can be 

found as an appendix (Appendix B). In this piece of code the script.js initializes the 

organization and the GUI, and binds appropriate actions to the click events of the GUI 

buttons.  

function App() { 

  Organisation = new window.app.Organisation() 

  PayraiseVisitor = new window.app.PayraiseVisitor() 

  PayrollVisitor = new window.app.PayrollVisitor() 

     

  createEmployees(); 

     

  $("#payroll").click(function(){ 

    Organisation.accept(PayrollVisitor) 

    PayrollVisitor.done() 

  }) 

     

  $("#payraise").click(function(){ 

    Organisation.accept(PayraiseVisitor) 

    updateSalaries() 

  }) 

     

} 
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//addRow is called once for each new employee. 

//it appends the employee to the table 

function addRow(emp){ 

  //Create row for employee 

  // … 

   

  //Bind to the employee pay raise button 

  $('button:last').click( 

    function(){ 

      emp.accept(PayraiseVisitor) 

      updateSalary(emp) 

    } 

  ) 

} 

function updateSalaries(){ 

  var emps = Organisation.getEmployees(); 

  for(var i = 0; i < emps.length; i++){ 

    updateSalary(emps[i]) 

  } 

} 

   

function updateSalary(emp){ 

  $("#"+emp.name+" td[name=salary]").text(emp.salary) 

} 

 

The Organisation is a very simple class. It has an array that holds the top-most 

Employees of the organization, and methods for traversing the employee data structure 

and adding to it. Most importantly it has the accept method that is used to forward the 

visitor on to the Employees. 

function Organisation() { 

  this.employees = [] 

     

  this.addEmployee = function(emp){ 

    this.employees.push(emp) 

  } 

     

  this.accept = function(visitor){ 

    this._traverse(this.employees, visitor) 

  } 

     

  this._traverse = function(org, visitor){ 

    // traverse the organisation, call accept() for each employee 

  } 

  // … 

} 

 

The Employee is even simpler. All it has is some properties such as a name and a salary, 

and the accept method. 

function Employee(name, position, salary, subs) {  

  this.name = name; 

  this.position = position; 

  this.salary = parseInt(salary); 

  this.subordinates = subs || []; 

     

  this.accept = function(visitor){ 

    visitor.visit(this) 

  }    

} 
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Finally we have the Visitors. Both of the Visitors are quite similar, so only the 

PayrollVisitor – the more complex of the two – is presented here. The 

PayrollVisitor has two methods, first of which is the visit method. The second 

method, done, is called by script.js to get information on how much money has been spent 

on salaries. 

function PayrollVisitor() { 

  this._total = 0; 

  this.round = 0; 

     

  this.visit = function(emp){ 

    this._total += emp.salary 

    this.round += emp.salary 

  } 

     

  this.done = function(){ 

    // Print how much money was spent 

  } 

} 

 

The reactive version of script.js is quite similar to the transformational version, but there 

are some subtle yet interesting differences. For example, in the transformational version 

script.js initializes the organization, and explicitly calls the function for adding a row for 

the new employee. In the reactive version the function call is not needed, as adding an 

employee triggers a change in the OrganisationStream, which is subscribed to by script.js. 

Whenever script.js gets an employee through that stream, it either adds a row for it, or 

updates an existing one. (Appendix B) 

One drawback of the stream-based version can also be observed from script.js, namely 

the concept of “being done”. As was discussed earlier, script.js has to use an internal 

counter to know when all salaries are paid and the done-method of the PayrollVisitor 

can be called. 

function App() {   

  Organisation = new window.app.Organisation() 

  PayraiseVisitor = new window.app.PayraiseVisitor() 

  PayrollVisitor = new window.app.PayrollVisitor() 

     

  createEmployees(); 

     

  var payrollStream =  

  Rx.Observable.fromEvent($("#payroll"), 'click').map(PayrollVisitor); 

     

  payrollStream.subscribe(function(){ 

    allPaid.init(PayrollVisitor.done)   

  }) 

     

  Organisation.addStream(payrollStream) 

     

  Organisation.addStream( 

    Rx.Observable.fromEvent( 

      $("#payraise"), 'click').map(PayraiseVisitor)) 

     

       

  Organisation.OrganisationStream.subscribe(function(employee){ 

    updateRow(employee) 

    allPaid.paid(1) //Increment internal counter 

  }) 

     

} 
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function updateRow(emp){ 

  //Call _addRow or _updateRow 

} 

   

function _addRow(emp){ 

  //Create row for employee 

  // … 

   

  //Bind to the employee pay raise button 

  emp.addStream( 

    Rx.Observable.fromEvent( 

      $('button:last'), 'click').map(PayraiseVisitor)) 

} 

   

function _updateRow(emp){ 

  $("#"+emp.name+" td[name=salary]").text(emp.salary) 

} 

 

Organisation.js again has methods for traversing the organization structure, but more 

importantly it has methods for forwarding the streams to the Employees, and merging the 

Employees’ status streams into one Observable. 

function Organisation() { 

  this.employees = [] 

  this.stream = null; 

     

  this.OrganisationStream = null; 

     

  this.addEmployee = function(emp){ 

    var self = this; 

    this.employees.push(emp) 

       

    this.OrganisationStream = 

      Rx.Observable.merge(this.OrganisationStream, emp.Status) 

       

    this._getEmployees(emp.subordinates, []).forEach(function(sub){ 

      self.OrganisationStream = 

        Rx.Observable.merge(self.OrganisationStream, sub.Status) 

    }) 

  } 

     

  this.addStream = function(s){ 

    this.getEmployees().forEach(function(emp){ 

      emp.addStream(s) 

    }) 

  } 

} 

 

Employee.js is not that different from the transformative version, with the only notable 

difference being that each Employee has a stream where Employees push the most up-to-

date version of themselves. 
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function Employee(name, position, salary, subs) { 

  //… 

  this.Status = new Rx.BehaviorSubject(this) 

     

  this.addStream = function(stream){ 

    var self = this; 

    stream.subscribe(function(visitor){ 

      visitor.visit(self) 

      self.publish() 

    }) 

  } 

     

  this.publish = function(){ 

    this.Status.onNext(this) 

  }   

} 

 

The Visitors are identical in the stream-based version and the transformational version, 

so there is no need to present the code in detail for a second time. 

The comparison of the transformational and the stream-based demos is interesting, as 

both have their merits and their flaws. In the transformational version the information of 

the payroll being finished was conveniently available, while in the stream-based version 

the whole concept of “being done” posed some problems. On the other hand, while getting 

updates from the Organisation was by no means complicated in the transformational 

version, it was nowhere near as simple as when using streams. 

The traditional Visitor pattern does not really address the concept of “being done”, so 

when comparing the two solutions the question comes down to what is the core concept 

of the Visitor pattern, and that can be considered to be the ability to perform an 

unforeseeable transformation on some data structure. It is easy to argue that streams go 

very well together with that concept, so it is concluded that the Visitor pattern undergoes 

a positive change when streams are used. While our stream-based demo had its flaws, 

they could possibly be avoided with better architectural decisions. 

3.4 Mediator 

The Mediator is a behavioral pattern that when applied, reduces the coupling between 

intercommunicating classes. Instead of classes having explicit knowledge of each other 

and communicating directly, they communicate through a man-in-the-middle, the 

Mediator. The communicating classes send their messages to the Mediator that will 

transmit the messages forward in a way that the receiver can interpret. The pattern 

therefore removes some direct dependencies, and simplifies communication in a system 

where there are a large number of intercommunicating classes. The Mediator pattern’s 

class diagram is presented in Figure 14.  (Carr, 2009) 
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Figure 14 The Mediator pattern (Carr, 2009) 

Our demo application is again similar to Carr’s (2009); it is a simple program for holding 

presentations, where one presenter is holding a presentation for a variable number of 

attendees. The presenter can send messages and new images, or slides, to the attendees, 

and answer the questions the attendees ask. In accordance with the pattern, the presenter 

does not know how many attendees are present. 

The transformative version of the application is outlined in Figure 15 and Figure 16. The 

application does not have an actual GUI, rather all operations are simulated by writing 

logs into the browser’s developer console. GUI operations, such as changing the slide, 

are simulated in the Client by a timer. The Mediator has a reference to the Presenter, 

and to a list of Users, and the Presenter and the Users have a reference to the Mediator. 

Figure 15 depicts a simple situation where the Presenter changes a slide, and the new 

slide is sent to all Users via the Mediator. 

 

Figure 15 Changing slides using the transformative Mediator 

When UserA asks a question, the question is sent to the Presenter who answers it. The 

answer is mediated only to the User who asked the questions – questions are essentially 

private. (Figure 16) 
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Figure 16 Asking a question using the transformative Mediator 

After a 1:1 transformation of the situation illustrated in Figure 16, it looks like that in an 

event-based system the Mediator would lose some its value, by basically only acting as 

an extra step in the communication between the Presenter and the Users. (Figure 17) 

 

Figure 17 Asking a question using the event-driven Mediator 

When implementing the Mediator pattern using streams and RxJS, there are essentially 

two approaches that can be taken:  

1. Each module (User or Presenter) has input and output streams that in this case 

are Rx.Subjects. The Mediator is responsible for subscribing to each module’s 

output and forwarding the contents to the appropriate modules’ inputs using the 

onNext method of Rx.Subjects. Each module will subscribe to its input streams, 

and react accordingly when it receives data. In this approach the Mediator has a 

more “active” role, like in the transformational version. 

2. The Mediator is mostly responsible for connecting the modules during 

initialization, and when all streams are created and subscribed to, the Mediator 

falls into a more “passive” role. For example, the Presenter could have a stream 

where it pushes instructions to the Users; during initialization, the Mediator 

would get this stream and give it to the Users that would subscribe to it. This 

basically means that the Presenter is communicating directly with the Users via 

the stream, and the Mediator needs to do nothing. 
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The first option is illustrated in Figure 18, and the second one in Figure 19. In Figure 18 

the Mediator is very active in controlling the communication between UserA and the 

Presenter. As was explained earlier, the Mediator is subscribed to the outputs of 

UserA and the Presenter, and when appropriate gives each of them input using the 

onNext method. 

 

Figure 18 Asking a question using the stream-based Mediator, with an “active” Mediator. 

Looking at Figure 19 we can see that even when the Mediator is “passive”, it still has a 

role during the runtime – in this example the Mediator is filtering the answers coming 

from the Presenter, so that Users only get the answers that are directed to them. If 

answers were not directed at individual users, the Mediator would not be needed during 

this interaction. 

 

Figure 19 Asking a question using the stream-based Mediator, with a “passive” Mediator 

While both of the depicted stream-based approaches work, it is easy to see that the power 

of streams is not realized if the first approach is used – in fact, the graph is identical to 

the transformational version, save for the method names. This is why the second approach 

is chosen for further analysis. 
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The streams the demo uses are presented in Table 5. Note that it could be possible to 

merge all outgoing streams of a module into one, but then it would be more difficult to 

react to each action differently – such as the changing of a slide, or the Presenter sending 

a message to all Users. Examples of using just a single stream for communication, or 

using Rx.Subjects like in Figure 18, can be found from Appendix B. 

Table 5. Planning the streams for our Visitor application 

Module Code Comment 

Client presenter.addSlideStream( 

Rx.Observable.timer(x,y)) 

Create a timer to simulate input 

events 

Presenter.addSlideStream(s) Rx.Observable.merge(this.slides, 

s.map(this.changeSlide)) 

Map the changeSlide-method to 

the “input” stream, merge it 

with the potentially existing 

stream. This would allow 

multiple input sources.  

User.addSlideStream(s) s.subscribe(this.receiveSlide) The Mediator is responsible for 

getting the stream from the 

Presenter, and giving it to the 

User.  

   

Client user.addQuestionStream( 

Rx.Observable.timer(x,y)) 

Create a timer to simulate input 

events 

User.addQuestionStream(s) Rx.Observable.merge(this.questions, 

s.map(this.ask)) 

Map the ask-method to the 

“input” stream.  

Presenter 

.addQuestionStream(s) 

Rx.Observable.merge(this.answers, 

stream.map(this.answer)) 

Map the answer-method to the 

questions stream  

Mediator user.addAnswerStream( 

stream.filter(isRecipient)) 

Mediator is again responsible 

for connecting the modules, but 

now it also filters the stream so 

that users only get answers that 

are directed at them. 

User.addAnswerStream(s) s.subscribe(this.receiveAnswer)  

 

The demo application consists of script.js (the Client, or the View), Mediator.js, 

Presenter.js, and User.js. As has been mentioned, the application does not have a GUI, 

instead all GUI operations are simulated using timers and logging information to the 

browser’s developer console. 

The transformative script.js simply constructs the Users, the Presenter, and the 

Mediator, and creates the timers that will be simulating user input. A link to a live 

example is available in Appendix B. 
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function App() {  

  var presenter = new window.app.Presenter("Paavo") 

     

  var bob = new window.app.User("Bob") 

  var jack = new window.app.User("Jack") 

     

  var mediator = new window.app.Mediator(presenter, [bob, jack]) 

     

  timer(1 * SECONDS, 500 * SECONDS, presenter.sendMessage) 

  //… 

} 

 

The Presenter has methods for changing slides, sending messages to Users, and 

receiving questions. 

function Presenter(name) { 

  var self = this; 

  this.name = name; 

  this.mediator = null; 

  var _currentSlide = 0; 

 

  this.changeSlide = function() { 

    //… 

    self.mediator.updateImage(self._buildMessage(message)) 

  } 

 

  this.sendMessage = function(msg) { 

    //… 

    self.mediator.sendInstruction(self._buildMessage(message)) 

  } 

 

  this.receiveQuestion = function(p, attendee) { 

    //…  

    self.mediator.sendAnswer(self._buildMessage(m, p.name), attendee) 

  } 

 

  this._buildMessage = function(message, to) { 

    if (to === undefined) { 

      return { 

        "name": self.name, 

        "message": message 

      } 

    } else { 

      return { 

        "name": self.name, 

        "message": message, 

        "recipients": to 

      } 

    } 

  } 

} 
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The User has methods for receiving information from the Presenter, as well as the 

ability to send questions. 

function User(name) { 

  var self = this; 

  this.name = name; 

  this.mediator = null; 

 

  this.sendQuestion = function(q) { 

    //… 

    self.mediator.sendQuestion(self._buildMessage(question), self) 

  } 

     

  this.receiveAnswer = function(payload){ 

    console.log(…) 

  } 

     

  this.receiveMessage = function(payload){ 

    console.log(…) 

  } 

     

  this.receiveImage = function(payload){ 

    console.log(…) 

  } 

 

 

  this._buildMessage = function(message, to) { 

    //… 

  } 

} 

 

The Mediator is also very straight-forward. 

function Mediator(presenter, attendees) { 

  var self = this; 

  this.presenter = presenter; 

  this.attendees = attendees; 

  this.presenter.mediator = this;  

  this.attendees.forEach(function(attendee){ 

    attendee.mediator = self; 

  }) 

     

  this.updateImage = function(payload){ 

    this.attendees.forEach(function(attendee){ 

      attendee.receiveImage(payload) 

    }) 

  } 

     

  this.sendInstruction = function(payload){ 

    this.attendees.forEach(function(attendee){ 

      attendee.receiveMessage(payload) 

    }) 

  } 

     

  this.sendAnswer = function(payload, target){ 

    target.receiveAnswer(payload) 

  } 

     

  this.sendQuestion = function(payload, attendee){ 

    presenter.receiveQuestion(payload, attendee) 

  } 

 

} 
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The stream-based script.js is quite similar to the transformational one. A link to a live 

example is again available in Appendix B. 

function App() { 

  var presenter = new window.app.Presenter("Paavo") 

  var bob = new window.app.User("Bob") 

  var jack = new window.app.User("Jack") 

     

  presenter.addSlidesStream(Rx.Observable.timer(10 * SECONDS, 30 * 

SECONDS)) 

     

  presenter.addMessageStream(Rx.Observable.timer(50 * SECONDS, 50 * 

SECONDS)) 

     

  bob.addQuestionStream(Rx.Observable.timer(1 * MINUTES, 15 * 

SECONDS).map(undefined)) 

     

  var mediator = new window.app.Mediator(presenter, [bob, jack]) 

} 

 

While script.js didn’t really see much change, the rest of the files are noticeably different. 

Mediator.js is presented next because it is much less complicated than Presenter.js and 

User.js. In fact, the key features of Mediator.js were already covered in Table 6. 

function Mediator(presenter, attendees) { 

  var self = this; 

  this.presenter = presenter; 

  this.attendees = attendees; 

 

  this.attendees.forEach(function(attendee) { 

    presenter.addQuestionStream(attendee.getQuestionsStream()) 

  }); 

 

  var answerStream = presenter.getAnswerStream(); 

  var slideStream = presenter.getSlideStream(); 

  var messageStream = presenter.getMessageStream(); 

 

  this.attendees.forEach(function(attendee) { 

    attendee.addAnswerStream(answerStream.filter(function(payload){ 

      return self._isRecipient(attendee.name, payload) 

    }))      

    attendee.addMessageStream(messageStream) 

    attendee.addSlideStream(slideStream) 

  }) 

 

  this._isRecipient = function(target, payload) { 

    //return true or false 

  } 

} 

 

Presenter.js has almost double the number of lines due to the streams. Each different 

stream, such as the slideStream and the answerStream, essentially requires three 

methods. These methods are very concise however, so the added length should hardly be 

considered a negative thing. 

Note the use of publish and connect methods in getQuestionsStream. This is related 

to a concept of hot and cold observables; cold observables are observables that only 

produce values when they are subscribed to, and each subscriber essentially gets a unique 

value. If, for example, the slideStream was not a hot observable, it would be as if the 
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slides could not change before at least one user was attending the presentation, and what 

is worse, all attending users would be getting their own, unique slide – which in this case 

would mean that the internal counter would break immediately. Since the observable is 

hot, the Presenter can produce values even without attendees, and the slide is shared 

among Users. 

function Presenter(name) { 

  this.name = name; 

  this.slides = null; 

  this.messages = null; 

  this.answers = null; 

  this.questions = null 

  var _currentSlide = 0; 

  var self = this; 

     

  this.addSlidesStream = function(stream){ 

    this.slides = Rx.Observable.merge(this.slides, 

      stream.map(self.changeSlide)) 

  } 

  //Similar methods for addMessageStream(), addQuestionStream() 

     

  this.changeSlide = function(){ 

    //… 

    return self._buildMessage(message) 

  } 

     

  // this.sendMessage() is similar to this.changeSlide() 

     

  this.answer = function(payload){ 

    //… 

    return self._buildMessage(answer, [payload.name]) 

  } 

 

       

  this._buildMessage = function(message, to){ 

    //… 

  } 

   

  this.getSlideStream = function(){ 

    var stream = this.slides.publish() 

    stream.connect() 

    return stream; 

  } 

  //Similar methods for getMessageStream, getAnswerStream 

} 

 

User.js has undergone a similar transformation as Presenter.js – its length has almost 

doubled. 

function User(name) { 

  this.name = name; 

  this.input = null; 

  this.questions = null; 

  var self = this; 

 

  this.addQuestionStream = function(stream) { 

    this.questions = Rx.Observable.merge(this.questions, 

      stream.map(self.ask)) 

  } 

 

  this.ask = function(q) { 

    //… 
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    return self._buildMessage(question) 

  } 

 

  this.getQuestionsStream = function() { 

    var stream = Rx.Observable.merge(this.questions).publish() 

    stream.connect() 

    return stream; 

  } 

 

  this.addSlideStream = function(stream) { 

    stream.subscribe(self.receiveImage) 

  } 

 

  //similar methods for addAnswerStream(), addMessageStream() 

 

  this.receiveAnswer = function(payload) { 

    console.log(//…) 

  } 

 

  // similar methods for receiveMessage(), receiveImage() 

 

  this._buildMessage = function(message, to) { 

    //… 

  } 

} 

 

The analysis of the Mediator pattern was another interesting one: we found two distinct 

ways to implement the pattern using streams, and noticed that the first one is very similar 

to the transformational implementation. While one should give limited value to the 

number of lines a solution produces, we also learned that implementing the Presenter 

and the User using streams almost doubled their length. Perhaps most interestingly 

however, looking at Figure 19 one can see that if the answer stream was not filtered in 

the Mediator, the class could be totally ignored after the streams and connections have 

been initialized. 

Based on these findings, we can conclude that the Mediator undergoes a negative 

transformation. While the Mediator is helpful during the initialization phase, it is not 

really what the pattern is all about. In our demo the Mediator did see some use, but the 

filtering could just as well be done in User.js. The Mediator pattern could still prove to 

be useful in some scenarios, but its usage is certainly more situational when using streams. 

3.5 Chain of Responsibility 

The Chain of Responsibility (CoR) is a behavioral pattern that is used for handling 

requests that have varied contents, and that can be handled by different handlers. These 

handlers are chained together, and if a handler is not able to handle the request, it simply 

passes the request onto the next handler in the chain. The class diagram for the pattern is 

presented in Figure 20. (Carr, 2009) 
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Figure 20 Class diagram of the Chain of Responsibility pattern. (Carr, 2009) 

In the transformative version of CoR, the Client sends a request to a Handler it has 

explicit knowledge of – this is the first Handler in the chain. Each Handler must have 

explicit knowledge of the next Handler, but none of the Handlers need to know anything 

about the Handlers that acted before them, or about the length of the chain. This is 

modeled in Figure 21, where the Client first calls the handle method of HandlerA that 

will either return a value, or call the next Handler in the chain. The value could be 

returned synchronously using a return statement, or asynchronously using callbacks. Any 

Handler in the chain will easily know if it is the last Handler, and if it is then it will need 

to return an error if it cannot handle the request. 

If we again do a 1:1 transformation of the transformative version into an event-driven 

version, we can immediately see changes (Figure 22). The Handlers no longer require 

knowledge of the next Handler, instead they have to know what event to listen to; which 

could be read as, they require knowledge of the previous Handler. Just like in the 

transformative version, Handlers must be able to react accordingly if they are the last 

Handler in the chain, but in in this event-driven version of the pattern it is much more 

difficult for a Handler to know that. There would need to be an explicit way to set a 

Handler as the last one in the chain. This event-driven transformation also makes it much 

Figure 21 The transformative Chain of Responsibility 
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harder for the Client to get the result of the chain; in Figure 22 the Client simply reacts 

to the “Done” event, but if there are more chains in progress that event obviously needs 

some sort of identifier, and then that identifier would need to be communicated to the 

Handlers. 

 

Figure 22 The event-driven Chain of Responsibility 

While the event-driven version can be considered to be a downgrade from the 

transformative version, we should still explore what happens when the pattern is 

implemented with streams. Using streams could mean that the Client would create a 

stream, and each Handler would subscribe to it. The Handlers have the ability to filter 

and transform the stream of the Client and only react to values that are relevant to them. 

The problems with this approach are that the Client needs a way to somehow merge the 

streams of the Handler, and perhaps more critically, it can be difficult to keep two 

Handlers from handling the same request. The first problem could be solved by giving 

the Client a method that the Handlers can call and register their streams, which would 

mean that the Handlers require explicit knowledge of their Client(s). Since the 

Handlers do not have knowledge of neither the Handler before them nor the one after 

them, the “chain” aspect of this pattern is totally lost in this approach. 

To bring back the chain, each Handler would need to subscribe to a stream created by a 

previous Handler. This could be accomplished in a way that requires explicit knowledge 

of the next Handler, or the previous Handler; Handlers could either have setter 

methods for setting which stream it listens to, or getter methods for retrieving a stream 

from the previous Handler. Either way, using streams in this case would add nothing to 

the solution other than unneeded complexity, and the problem of the Client getting and 

merging the Handlers’ streams would also need to be solved. 

Streams could also be used in the same way as was discussed in the previous chapter, 

where the “active” Mediator was presented. In such a case Handlers could explicitly 

push their results to the Client, or push the request to the next Handler in line. In this 

case the end result would end up resembling the transformational approach. 

Based on these findings we can conclude that the Chain of Responsibility pattern 

undergoes significant negative change when the reactive programming paradigm is 

applied. While this pattern’s underlying goal can easily be achieved using streams, the 

most defining attribute of the pattern – the chain – is lost. If one attempts to forcibly retain 
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this said attribute, the powerful abstractions that the streams present is diluted, or the 

streams just end up adding unneeded complexity. 

3.6 Command 

The Command pattern is a behavioral pattern that uses command objects to represent 

requests, which should be executed immediately or carried out later in a batch. The 

request only holds the information required to perform the action, and the actual 

functionality is contained in the receiver objects. The time of execution on the other hand 

is determined by the invoker. The pattern promotes loose coupling by removing the link 

between the command and the functionality, and as an added benefit the pattern may 

facilitate the implementation of an undo-feature. The class diagram is presented in Figure 

23. (Carr, 2009) 

 

Figure 23 Class diagram of the command pattern (Carr, 2009) 

Carr (2009) uses a remote controlled robot as an example, and so will we. The robot is 

the Receiver, and it needs methods that will allow it to move forwards and backwards, 

and rotate left or right. It will also have methods for picking up a soil sample, or dropping 

one. These Commands will be added to the Invoker that is in charge of processing the 

command queue when the commands are to be executed, and also managing the undo 

stack. 

Figure 24 depicts how adding a command to the queue works in the transformational 

version. The Client reacts to user input, creates a new Command and gives it to the 

Controller. The Controller has an internal command queue, where the new Command 

is added. 
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Figure 24 Queueing a new command using the transformational Command pattern 

When the user clicks on the execute-button, the Client again reacts to the input and calls 

the execute method of the Controller. The Controller will execute the Commands it 

has in its queue, and will add the executed Commands to an undo stack. Undoing works 

similarly to executing, but the Commands naturally get taken out of the undo stack, and 

the Controller calls the undo method of the Command, rather than the execute method. 

(Figure 25) 

 

Figure 25 Executing commands using the transformational Command pattern 

Figure 26 is an illustration of attempting to implement the situation described in Figure 

26 using events. It is easy to see how forcing the use of events this way makes 

implementing the pattern needlessly difficult. For example, if the Controller does not 

have explicit knowledge of the Commands, it is very difficult to control the order of 

execution, not to mention undoing Commands. If the Controller does hold the Commands 

in a data structure of some sort, then using events is nearly pointless. 
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Figure 26 Executing commands using an event-based Command pattern 

Figures 27 and 28 depict the transformation of the Command pattern when streams are 

used. In Figure 27 we can see how new Commands are queued – the Client creates a 

stream from input events, and maps a corresponding Command to each click. This stream 

is given to the Controller that merges it into the other Command streams. 

 

Figure 27 Queueing a new Command in the stream-based Command pattern 

Executing the Commands is too complicated to be illustrated effectively using the style 

we’ve been using. The Client will create an input stream from the execute button, and 

gives the stream to the Controller. The Controller will use this stream to buffer the 

stream of commands; this way when the user queues a command the new Command is 

added to an array in the stream, and when the execute button is pressed that array is then 

released to the Controller. The Controller can then proceed to, for example, call the 

execute method of each Command. (Figure 28). 
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Figure 28 Executing commands using the stream-based Command pattern, heavily simplified 

The streams the application will use are portrayed in Table 6. The undo functionality is 

very heavily simplified, as it will be presented and analyzed in detail later. As was 

explained previously, the buffer method creates a stream that collects incoming values 

into an array, and releases that array to the Observers when some condition is true – in 

this case, when the execute-button is pressed. 

Table 6. Planning the streams for the Command application 

Module Code Comment 

Client Rx.Observable.fromEvent(button, 

‘click).map(new Command(..)) 

Create an input stream, map 

Commands to clicks. 

Controller commands.merge(inputStream) The streams created by the 

Client are given to the 

Controller, and merged into 

one stream of queued 

Commands 

Controller commands.buffer(execute).subscribe( 

function(commands){ 

commands.forEach(invokes.onNext(c)) 

})) 

When the execute button is 

pressed, the buffered array is 

released. Each Command in 

the array is pushed into a 

stream of invoked 

Commands. 

Controller invokes.subscribe(command.execute()) The Controller subscribes to 

the stream of invoked 

commands, and executes 

each one. 

Controller invokes.merge(undo).scan(/*build undo 

stack*/).subscribe(command.undo()) 

Merge the stream of invoked 

commands with the undo 

button –stream. The details 

of building the undo stack are 

explained later.  

 

The application consists of script.js (Client), Controller.js, Commands.js, and Robot.js. 

The GUI has buttons for queueing commands, and executing and undoing them. The 
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robot’s actions are simulated by printing information to the browser’s developer console. 

A live example for the transformative Command is available as Appendix B. 

In script.js we bind Controller actions to the click events. 

function App() { 

  var Controller = new window.app.Controller(); 

  var Robot = new window.app.Robot(); 

       

  $("#forward").click(function(){ 

    Controller.addCommand(new window.app.Commands.MoveCommand(Robot, 

1)) 

  }) 

  // Similar bindings for other Commands.. 

   

  $("#execute").click(function(){ 

    Controller.execute() 

  }) 

   

  $("#undo").click(function(){ 

    Controller.undo() 

  })       

} 

 

Controller.js has an array for the Commands, and an array that simulates an undo stack. 

function Controller() { 

 

  this.commands = []; 

  this.undoStack = []; 

     

  this.addCommand = function(command){ 

    this.commands.push(command) 

  } 

     

  this.execute = function(amount){ 

    // execute() all or <amount> commands from this.commands 

    // Push executed commands to the undo stack 

  } 

     

  this.undo = function(amount){ 

    //undo() one or <amount> commands from the undo stack 

    //remove undone commands from the stack 

  } 

} 

 

Commands.js contains all of the Commands – MoveCommand, RotateCommand, and 

ScoopCommand. Only the MoveCommand is presented here to save space. The different 

Commands are all quite similar. 

function MoveCommand(robot, movement) { 

  this.robot = robot; 

  this.moves = movement || 0; 

     

  this.execute = function(){ 

    this.robot.moveForward(this.moves) 

  } 

     

  this.undo = function(){ 

    this.robot.moveBackward(this.moves) 

  }   

} 
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Robot.js is by far the longest file in the demo. For each functionality (movement, rotation, 

scooping) it has a method that is supposed to be called by the Command, and methods for 

internal use, denoted by a “_” in front of the method name. The Robot keeps track of its 

position, its heading, and whether it has a soil sample or not, and from what coordinates 

the soil sample was taken. These properties could be tracked by the GUI, but in this demo 

the robot’s actions are just printed into the browser’s developer console. 

var ROTATION = ["up", "right", "down", "left"]; 

function Robot() { 

  this.rotation = ROTATION[0] 

  this.position = { 

    "x": 0, 

    "y": 0 

  } 

  this.hasSample = false; 

  this.sampleCoordinates = {}; 

 

  this.rotateRight = function(rotation) { 

    // call _rotate or rotateLeft 

  } 

 

  this.rotateLeft = function(rotation) { 

    // call _rotate or rotateRight 

  } 

 

  this._rotate = function(rotation) { 

    //… 

  } 

 

  this.moveForward = function(amount) { 

    // call _move or moveBackward 

  } 

 

  this.moveBackward = function(amount) { 

    // call _move or moveForward 

  } 

 

  this._move = function(amount) { 

    //… 

  } 

 

  this.scoop = function(up) { 

    // call _gatherSample or _dropSample 

  } 

 

  this._gatherSample = function() { 

    //…     

  } 

 

  this._dropSample = function() { 

    //… 

  } 

 

} 
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In the stream-based script.js, streams are created out of click events and given to the 

Controller. Note how the construction of new Command objects is mapped to 

corresponding click events. 

function App() { 

 

  var Controller = new window.app.Controller(); 

  var Robot = new window.app.Robot(); 

       

  var moveForward = Rx.Observable.fromEvent($("#forward"), 

'click').map( 

    new window.app.Commands.MoveCommand(Robot, 1)); 

         

  // Similarly for other buttons + Commands 

       

  Controller.addCommandButton(moveForward) 

  //… 

       

  Controller.addExecuteButton( 

    Rx.Observable.fromEvent($("#execute"), 'click')) 

  Controller.addUndoButton( 

    Rx.Observable.fromEvent($("#undo"), 'click')) 

} 

 

Controller.js merges the incoming command streams into one, and uses the execute button 

stream as a buffer. Whenever the execute button is pressed, the buffered array of 

Commands is received, and each Command is pushed one by one into the 

invoked_commands stream. 

function Controller() { 

  this.commands = null; 

  this.invoked_commands = new Rx.Subject(); 

 

  this.addCommandButton = function(stream) { 

    this.commands = Rx.Observable.merge(this.commands, stream) 

  } 

 

  this.addExecuteButton = function(stream) { 

    var self = this; 

    this.commands.buffer(stream).subscribe(function(commands) { 

      for (var i = 0; i < commands.length; i++) { 

        self.invoked_commands.onNext(commands[i]); 

      } 

    }) 

       

    this.invoked_commands.subscribe(function(command){ 

      command.execute() 

    }) 

  } 

 

  this.addUndoButton = function(stream) { 

    // see next paragraph 

  } 

} 
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Simulating the undo stack in Controller.js without using a mutable array results in the 

solution being convoluted, and probably not very efficient. Basically, the solution works 

as follows: 

1. Map the value “undo” to each click of the undo button 

2. Merge the invoked_commands stream and the undo stream, so that the stream has 

two kinds of values: Command objects and “undo” strings. 

3. The scan method transforms each value in the stream, and holds an accumulator. 

a. If it finds a Command object, the Command is pushed to the top of the 

accumulated stack of Commands 

b. If it finds an “undo” string, the top Command object is removed from the 

stack and set as the undoCommand 

4. Using the pluck and filter methods unnecessary values are removed from the 

stream, so that only undoCommands defined in step 3b remain. 

this.addUndoButton = function(stream) {     

  stream = stream.map("undo") 

  this.invoked_commands 

    .merge(stream) 

    .scan({ 

      undoCommand: undefined, 

      q: [] 

    }, function(acc, value) { 

      if (value === "undo") { 

        return { 

          undoCommand: acc.q[0], 

          q: acc.q.slice(1) 

        }; 

      } 

      return { 

        undoCommand: undefined, 

        q: [value].concat(acc.q) 

      }; 

    }) 

    .pluck("undoCommand") 

   .filter(function(c) { 

      return c !== undefined 

    }) 

    .subscribe(function(command){ 

      command.undo(); 

    }); 

} 

 

An alternative and much clearer approach would be using a mutable array, in which case 

the code could look something like the following. 

var undoStack = []; 

invoked_commands.subscribe(function(c){ undoStack.push(c) });     

Rx.Observable 

  .fromEvent($(“#undo”), “click”) 

  .map(function(){ return undoStack.pop() }) 

  .filter(function(c){ return command !== undefined }) 

  .subscribe(function(c){ c.undo() }) 

 

Commands.js and Robots.js are identical in both versions. 

Comparing the transformational and stream-based versions of the Command pattern is 

difficult. The biggest challenge in implementing the pattern using streams was simulating 

a stack data structure – while a solution was found in the end, it is by no means pretty. 
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Using a mutable array makes the solution more approachable, but less declarative. It 

would be interesting to see how the problem would be solved using some Haskell FRP 

library. 

If we ignore the problem of implementing the stack, then there is not much difference 

between the two implementations. This is mainly due to the fact that in both cases the 

Controller calls the execute methods of the Commands it gets, so the only change is 

how the Client and the Controller communicate. While some may feel that the way 

how click events are mapped to new Commands is quite intuitive (once you get used to 

using streams), when purely looking at code there is no clear advantage for either 

approach. Therefore we must conclude that the Command pattern undergoes no significant 

change – while the pattern works fine with streams, the streams do not offer a significant 

advantage. 
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4. Discussion, Conclusions, and Future Research 

The results of the analysis done in Chapter 3 are summarized in Table 7. In total 6 patterns 

were analyzed, and those patterns were distributed evenly among the categories (positive, 

negative, no change) described in Chapter 3. 

Table 7. Summarizing the results of the analysis 

Pattern Result 

Model-View-Controller Positive 

Visitor Positive 

Command No change 

Builder No change 

Mediator Negative 

Chain of Responsibility Negative 

 

The MVC-model and the Visitor patterns are categorized as having undergone positive 

change. When the MVC model was implemented using streams, we could see that one 

connection, the one from the View to the Model, was not needed anymore. In the original 

implementation this connection was used to, for example, to fetch the current state from 

the Model to the View when the View was initialized. When using streams, the View 

subscribes to a stream that the Model creates, so the View gets the most up-to-date data 

automatically – no need to explicitly fetch data. 

The Visitor pattern was categorized as positive mostly because of the underlying idea of 

the pattern itself. The Visitor pattern can be thought of as being a way to separate complex 

data structures from the functionality that can be performed upon them – a way to perform 

some unforeseeable transformation on some unknown data structure. This idea works 

very well with the abstraction the streams provide, but it should be noted that no clear 

advantage can be given to either implementation based on the code provided. Another 

thing that could be observed based on the analysis was that the concept of “having 

finished” a transformation is very difficult to actualize when using streams. 

Perhaps the clearest comparisons between the transformational and stream-based 

approaches can be drawn from the two patterns that endured negative change: the 

Mediator, and the Chain of Responsibility. The reasons for this negative change was 

analyzed in each pattern’s respective chapter, but the thing both patterns have in common 

is this: they both feature modules that in some or all cases, are only supposed to act as an 

intermediary. In the Chain of Responsibility, handlers can either handle the request, or 

move it on to the next handler – if the handler does not handle the request, it ends up just 

being an intermediary. In the Mediator pattern we could see that if the Mediator class had 

not filtered one of the streams, it wouldn’t have been doing anything after the connections 

between the presenters and the attendees had been initialized. 

The negative change of the Mediator and the Chain of Responsibility should not be taken 

to mean that these patterns cannot be implemented using streams. It only means that 
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classes acting as intermediaries take on very different roles when using streams. In many 

cases they’re only used during initialization, and in some cases they present some unique 

challenges – for example in the Chain of Responsibility, it could be difficult to keep many 

handlers from handling a single request, depending on how the application is 

implemented. 

Interestingly, the results of the analysis of the Chain of Responsibility and the Mediator 

patterns is quite the opposite of what was expected before the analysis was started. 

Intuitively one could assume that especially the Chain of Responsibility would work very 

well with streams, or that the pattern would be “improved”. The truth is that when the 

Chain of Responsibility is implemented in a sane way with streams, the end result does 

not really end up representing the traditional form of the pattern, and in fact is probably 

so far removed from it that the pattern’s name should not be applied to the solution 

anymore. Whether the new solution works better than the traditional one is up for debate, 

and likely depends on the application itself. 

Both the Command pattern and the Builder pattern are categorized as having undergone 

no significant change either way. In the case of the Command pattern this was due to the 

fact that the only change in implementation was how the Client (script.js) and the 

Controller communicate – in both cases, the Controller calls the Command objects’ 

execute method imperatively. One side effect of implementing the Command pattern 

using streams was that we saw how difficult it seems to be to implement a stack data 

structure using streams. Two different implementation options were presented, the first 

of which was actually used in the application, and which was completely declarative. 

While the challenge of implementing a stack does not really have much to do with the 

pattern, it is still a very interesting finding. 

In the case of the Builder pattern the two implementations were actually quite different, 

but based on the code it is impossible to claim the superiority of one implementation over 

the other. 

During the analysis of many of the patterns, we could also see that the stream-based 

implementation can be designed to very closely imitate the transformative 

implementation. In the case of Reactive Extensions, this would be achieved by using 

Rx.Subjects, which are essentially streams where one can push any value. This is easily 

seen when comparing figures 16 and 18 – the method calls in Figure 16 are just replaced 

by the onNext calls in Figure 18. 

As a final finding we can say that at least the patterns we analyzed worked surprisingly 

well using streams. One could expect that the need for, or the ability to implement, some 

patterns is totally removed when using streams, but no such outcome was experienced. 

Naturally it could be argued that the streams were “forced” on the patterns, and that if one 

were to build a larger application using streams, then the architecture of the application 

would move in such a direction that it would not facilitate the use of these traditional 

patterns. Such speculation is naturally outside the scope of this thesis, but could be an 

interesting subject of future research. 

On the topic of future research, studying how reactive programming works with other 

architectural patterns besides MVC would be very interesting. Allen and Kuhn’s 

upcoming book will likely shed some light on this topic, and it is a shame that the book 

was not published before this thesis was started. Reactive programming and concurrency 

is another topic that is fascinating, and one that is already being studied. (Berry & 

Gonthier, 1992; Allen & Kuhn, n.d.) 
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Appendix A. The initial list of patterns 

Name Category Source 

Chain of Responsibility Behavioral GoF (Gamma, Helm, Johnson & 

Vlissides, 1994) 

Command Behavioral GoF 

Interpreter Behavioral GoF 

Iterator Behavioral GoF 

Mediator Behavioral GoF 

Memento Behavioral GoF 

Observer Behavioral GoF 

State Behavioral GoF 

Strategy Behavioral GoF 

Template Method Behavioral GoF 

Visitor Behavioral GoF 

Abstract Factory Creational GoF 

Builder Creational GoF 

Prototype Creational GoF 

Singleton Creational GoF 

Factory Method Creational GoF 

Adapter Structural GoF 

Bridge Structural GoF 

Composite Structural GoF 

Decorator Structural GoF 

Facade Structural GoF 

Flyweight Structural GoF 

Proxy Structural GoF 

Model-View-Controller Architectural Reenskaug, 1979a  

Publish-Subscribe Architectural Eugster et. al., 2003 

Client/Server Architectural Microsoft Patterns & Practices 

team, 2009 (MS) 

Component-Based Architecture Architectural MS 

Domain Driven Design Architectural MS 

Layered Architecture Architectural MS 

Message Bus Architectural MS 

N-Tier / 3-Tier Architectural MS 

Object-Oriented Architectural MS 

Service-Oriented Architecture Architectural MS 

Actor Model Architectural Webber, 2014 

Event-Driven Architectural Webber, 2014 
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Appendix B. Links to live demos and code repository 

Live demos at plunker: 

Transformational MVC: http://plnkr.co/edit/VNANvdHlUjHl4HfNLkhQ?p=preview 

Reactive MVC: http://plnkr.co/edit/YEY3JYktGDwSf3x5znfH?p=preview 

Transformative Builder: http://plnkr.co/edit/nttShN5hTu9VZMGsWpMv?p=preview 

Reactive Builder: http://plnkr.co/edit/DS5s14SQRE3VPWwGkg2U?p=info 

Transformative Visitor: http://plnkr.co/edit/k6PlCSMM5nuLc8aH5Fuh?p=info 

Reactive Visitor: http://plnkr.co/edit/d1AFyq87rIuup8KIfNah?p=info 

Transformative Mediator: http://plnkr.co/edit/YjQDWSOrVfdrfFSzX3Qh?p=info 

Reactive Mediator: http://plnkr.co/edit/5SP566ZDHNcmakPaWffZ?p=info 

Reactive Mediator with single stream: 

http://plnkr.co/edit/KR1qixq90wvO7Urh7Alu?p=info 

Reactive Mediator with Rx.Subjects: 

http://plnkr.co/edit/e84hrTcPc7yd99gZP1m8?p=info 

Transformative Command: http://plnkr.co/edit/16cMKxOsM8Hp3LtSVVOL?p=info 

Reactive Command: http://plnkr.co/edit/0SMInvmKMRLTfP9FMTFc?p=info 
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